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Editors' Notes

The purpose of this sourcebook is to pros ide a comprehensi'e oN. en iew
of the personnel function in tv o-year colleges. The importance of the
personnel function in four-year colleges and uniersities is well estab-
lished, but the two-year sector has lagged behind in deseloping this
significant segment, indeed, in proportion to the importance of the per-
sonnel function in this setting, there is a genuine shortage of research
and literature.

This sourcebook is primarily for administrators in two-year col-
leges. It should be helpful for getting a range of opinions on personnel
policies and practices in two-year colleges and usefal for colleges that are
planning to expand or reorganize their personnel functions and for those
that are seeking general yardsticks for appraising their current personnel
functions. It will also sere as a general reference volume.

Chapter One, by Priscilla Haag-Mutter and C. Wayne Jones, dis-
cusses the personnel function in the two-year setting, touching on the
early days of the personnel function, human resource del,eloprntInt, future
trends of the personnel function, and the role of planning.

Chapter Two, by Stephen J. Midkiff and Barbara Come, focuses
on the organization of staffing for the personnel department, including
the organization and nature of the personnel staff, personnel policies and
procedures, content of policy manuals, grie%ances, and record keeping.

In Chapter Three, Mary Louise Holloway discusses performance
appraisal in general, somc criteria and suggestions for designing such a
system, and merit pay.

Staff development and training is the topic of Chapter Four, by
Stephen Rostek and Deborah Jean Kladiko. The chapter de%elops a
matrix model for categorizing development needs. In addition, chapter
subsections discuss the identification of deselopmental needs and the
evaluation of development programs.

Changes in employment placement arc the focus of Chapter File
by Katherine D. Ka linos. The chapter discusses transfer policies, promo-
tion, termination, the "changing garlic," and outplacement policy, con-
cluding with comments on the exit interview.

Legal aspects that Michael G. Kaisel and Dwight Greer consider
in Chapter Six include labor relations, promotion of minorities, retrench-
ment, sexual harassment, liability insurance, the impact of AIDS, drug
testing, affirmame action, and equal employment opportunity.

In Chapter Sesen, on future directions and needs, Charles E.
Finley gibes attention to expanding (Apt ctations in (dicer development,
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health cae, and hmaanwtion of the automated workplace. Other topics
include the needs to meet staffing shortages, the pros ision of flexible
time requirements for part-time staff and professionals, call) retirement,
the moyement tow aid excellence. .r.oidance of litigation, and collectiY:
bargaining.

Finally, Theo N. Mabry offers her cor Illation of sources and
infoimatioi, in Chapter Eight.

The editors and the authors of this yoltmie ac know ledge the impor-
tant support of family members and others close to us and thank them for
und-i standing the time commitments required by this endeaYor. We also
Aknouledgt the tireles, effort of Tina Schaad in typing the manuscript.

Richard 1. Millet
Edward W Holzapfel, Jr.
Editors

Richard I. Miller is professor of higher education at Ohio
University, Athens.

Edward W. Holzapfel, Jr., is dean of administrative servue.s at
Washington Technical College, Marietta, Ohio.
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Two-year colleges must be directed to a new threshold of
comprehensiveness in their organization for effective personnel
administration.

The Personnel Function
in Two-Year Colleges

Prise illa Haag Matter, C. Wayne Jones

It is generally agreed that the precedent for personnel administration v%as

set in business, industry, and public personnel administration. Personnel
administration, as the term is commonly understood, began will- World
War I. The recruiting, training, and paying of masses of workers in war
production forced assignment of such responsibilities to specialized
personnel.

In the years between the end of the Great Depression and the
beginning of World War II, the personnel function grew and matured
until it played an indispensalale role in the management of most Ameri-
can organizations. From an early concentration on blue-collar employ-
ment and welfare programs, personnel management has developed into a
major function, which includes a grouping of special skills and talents
that cover a broad spectrum of activities. Many of these are concerned
with the recruitment, training, assessment,, selection, placement, develop-
ment, appraisal, compensation, organization, and conservation of a most
critical resource: people.

The first job in business, industry, or public administration involv-
ing what might actually be considered personnel work was that of a
welfare secretary (Chruden and Sherman, 1980, p. 11). It was the welfare
secretary's res; °risibility to assist workers and their families in coping

R I Miller and t W Ilobaphl. Ji led% I /nuts m Personnel Management
Neu Mullions 101 Gommuinv, tollcgcs. no 62 'Ian Franuun Josses Bass. Summer 19g8 3

-4.
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with financial, medical, housing, or other problems. Philanthropic m

social work was recognized as the background of expel ience needed for
this type of work.

Before 1930, personnel administration dealt pi imarily with employ-
ment of blue-collar people and w ith welfare administration, within the
paternalistic modes of the organizations of that time. The personnel
manager might also hake "directed the recreation and social programs of
the company, recruited athlet;c teams, and arranged the annual picnic
and dinner dance" (Famularo, 1972, pp. 1 -4). Very often, and as needed,
he also was the "hatchet man" of the organization, wielding the termi-
nation axe when economic conditions suggested a cut in the work force.

With the rise of unionism in the 1930s, labor relations skills began
to be in high demand. Because both labor and management were feeling
their way into collectike bargaining during these years, many personnel
managers, alot.g with their union counterparts, learned how to handle
arbitrations and how to negotiate agreements.

During World War II, while labor relations continued to occupy a
preeminent position in the personnel function, psychological testing,
selecting, and training actikities began to gain importance because of the
wartime shortage of skilled workers. Wage and hour competence also
became a needed skill as gokernment wage and price controls were
imposed. From the same base of interest, many personnel departments
also dekeloped a continuing interest in auditing all kinds of social legis-
lation (Famularo, 1972).

As the benefits to be derived from formal personnel programs
became more widely recognized and accepted, the scope of such programs
was expanded beyond the functions of record keeping and employment.
Personnel specialists were employed to super ise and coordinate the new
functions evolving in the field.

Roots in Secondary Education

Population growth in many public school systems prompted
employment of large numbers of teachers. Facing the short supply of
qualified teachers, relatikely small and medium-sized school systems
appointed many directors c peisonnel to help w ith recruitment and
selection. This grow th is difficult to trace, because the duties of a person-
nel officer frequently were carried out under some other title, such as
assistant superintendent or vice-principal.

Personnel administration has always existed in two-yea' college
systems. Whether directly performed by the board of ti ustees (as in the
early day.,, when the board was the direct hiring, firing, and super
agent), by the president (along with numerous other duties), or by a
highly specialized administratike officer, the couction has been there.
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'lusiness and Industry Linkages

Personnel administration in today's two -}eat colleges has tended
to develop in a pattern very similar to that in business and industry.
Many of the employer-employee ielat:onships in two-year colleges are

same , those found in busines nd industly. lb the extent that these
exist, colleges and universities can adapt the principles of personnel

!ministration in business and industry to their own use. Knowles (1970)
.varns, however, that it mu,, be recognized that important differences
exist between an institution of higher education and a business or an
industrial enterunse. Business and industry exist for profit. Therefore, if
it can be demonstrated that more effective management of human
resources increases profits, management has reason to give its solid sup-
port to this area of administration. The increased profits can be used to
[mance the personnel operation.

A second big difference between higher education and business
and industry is that the central administration in tic r-year colleges often
has some difficulty in translating management thinking into action. In
part, this difficulty is biought about because the typical administrative
head of an academic defiant-Iv:Alt is interested primarily in his or her
academic specialty, achiei ing success as a business manager or supervisor
is only a secondary desire, if it is a desiti. at all. Academic departments
a' also much more autonomous than production departments are in
business and industry. Neve' theless, son,,! principles can to adopted from
business and industry models and applied to the two-year college person-
nel function. In an effective personnel operation, it is generally agreed,
all recognized peisonnel fun, Lions should be the responsibility of a cen-
tral personne, office.

Current Practices and Future Trends

A high-quality program of personnel administration in a two-
}eat college typically handles oiganization and staffing, recruitment and
selection, pair -time employees, moMation for improvement, training
and deieloprnent, perfoimancc appiaisa1, labor-management relations,
changes in employment placement, salaries and benefits, legal issues,
and relations with external agencies and bodies. Personnel administrators
;n two-year colleges also concern themselves with the nnplementation of
local. Ave, and federal 1c6Islation governing such areas as unemploy-
ment compensation. fair :abor standards, equal employment opportunity,
and the enforcement of special rant and contract piovisions that affect
employment procedures an err .iloyee-employer relationships. Institu-
tional respon3ibilines to d.,,advantaged groups also concern personnel
administrators in two-year colleges.

f tl
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While aiguments can be made that personnel management is still
not ac,epted as a profession, these is little doubt that it possesses some of
the characteristics of a profession a significant degree. The Amer icon
Society for Personnel Administrators (ASPA), formed in 1948, is cult-end)
the largest oiganized group of personnel people. As Ritzei and Harrison
(1969) have saidA.SPA has taken numerous steps to mme personnel
management toward professionalism. This effort is e%ident in the socie-
ty's stated purposes, which are to sone foi higher standards of perfor-
mance, to pimide a central national clearinghouse of authontatie data
and information, to be distributed in the interest of producing greater
cooperation between management and labor; to encourage observation of
ASPA's code of ethics, and to de%elop greater appreciation of the person-
nel function among management and the general public. In looking to
the future of the personnel function in two-} ear college, certain trends
are apparent.

Use of Part-Time Faculty. Cost containment is here to stay. More
and more part-time facult} will be hired, not just to reduce institutions'
salary expenses, but also to exploit the technical expertise of moonlight-
ing industi ial professionals. It is sometimes argued that institutions that
depend on large numbers of pan-time faculty ma} sacrifice educational
quality. Guthrie-Morse (1981) suggests that part-time faculty can be
expected to instruct as effectiel} as full-time instructors, if propel atten-
tion is paid to three key issues: quality, equality, and parity.

Continued Recruitment of Nontraditional Students. More efforts
will be made to identify and recruit new students Faulk} and staff will
be sought who can understand and accommodate the defic itm pn)b-
Ions, and learning styles of nontraditional populations. Tho-}ear col-
leges will continue to expand their functions, from transfer programs to
career and terminal education, adult basic studies, de%elopmental pro-
grams, and aggressi% e dries to recruit and retain students perceived to be
apathetic. Faculty must constantly refine and redefine their philosophies
of teaching and instructional skills (Cohen and Brawer, 1982).

Aging and Frustration of the Faculty. The average age of college
personnel will rise, and there will be fewer opportimities to hire new
facult} to update and re% italize current instructional staff. A 'elated prob-
lem in some programs is mostaffing, caused la% shrinking enrollments
or changes in student interests and work -force requirements. Facult} ma}
have to teach subjects the} have Irma studied. For example, a history
professor ma% teach "so(ial studies" (probably a mix of psychology, soci-
ology, history, and current e%ents). As students' characteristics change,
faculty will be called on to teach, as college subjects, skills preciously
assumed to be developed already by anyone entering college (Altshuler
and Richter, 1985). These issues require professional de%elopment pro-
grams and innmative policies to help facult} remain %ital and effective.
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Quality-of-Work life Movement. The quality -of-worklife MON ement
may requite personnel administiatuis to review salaries and benefits as
college employees reexamine their life and work needs. To man}, a job
s ith an adequate paycheck and sufficient benefits is no longer enough to
justify an unsatisfying work situation. College faculty may want to con-
tinue to nourish the idealism that led them to teaching in the first place.
They may insist on continuing to develop their capabilities while doing
meaningful work. Sometimes, however, complaints about work "stun
primarily limn dissatisfaction with an employee's total life situation"
(rigors and Myers, 1981, 17). Colleges ire beginning to respond to
these needs in a yariety of ways. wellness ograms, employee assistance
programs for troubled fault} and staff, and sensitis it} and adaptation to
new, patterns in family life and work, including subsidized, on-site
daycare.

Anticipated Faculty Shortages. Growing disenchantment with the
academic life, combined w ith the declining birthrate of the 1970s, makes
a shortage of qualified college teachers likely. Cohen and Brawer (1982)
refer to "numerous instructors, who may have felt themselves members
of a noble calling, contributing to society b} assisting the deYelopment of
its young, reacting fast with dismay, then with apathy or antagonism to
the new missions" (p. 68).

Controversy JS er currant efflux} and future directions, more and
more bureaucrat}, a shifting sense of social imperatives, loss status in the
higher education hierarchy, dropping enrollmentsall are aspects of the
two-year college (Seidman, 1985) and may well contribute to the impend-
ing shortage of faculty.

Planning as a Part of Human Resource Development

"A college is three things: people, pogroms, and placesand in
that order of importance" (Miller, 1979, p. 97). Therefore, effective plan-
ning fur programs and places must pm ide a process whereby inYoke-
mem of people is ensured.

If two-year colleges are to ac hies e their mission of educating stu-
dents, the} must find better ways of managing and developing the poten-
tial of all the people they hut (Burns, 1979). Old, piecemeal, fragmented
methods and structures of personnel a.inumstration cannot begin to cope
with the realities and complexities of the 1980s and the 1990s. Two-}eal
colleges must become much more comprehensiye in organizing for et-fu-
me personnel administration, staffing this function with competent pro-
fessionals w ho can ploy ide strong leadership to the w hole institution.
According to Likert (1967), "every aspect of a firm's actiYities is deter-
mined by the competence, mons anon, and general effectiveness of its
human organization. Of all the tasks of management, managing the
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human component is the central and most important task, because all
else depends upon how well it is done" (p. 1).

If Likert is correct, the goals of personnel administration in two-
year colleges should be to develop and implement prudent personnel
policies and procedures, increase productivity and minimize the cost of
human resources, deal effectively with problems stemming from eco-
nomic strain, and plan to deal with future challenges and demands.

New Approaches to Planning. The need for improved and enlight-
ened personnel administration in two-year colleges is urgent. Give or
take a few dollars, nearly 80 percent of an institution's budget is allocated
to personnel and employee related expenses. According to Burns (1979),
"with a major portion of all community college budgets spent on per-
sonnel and related costs and with personnel management becoming
extremely complex, new approaches toward human resources man-
agement are crucial to the continuing vitality of community colleges"
(p. 13). The budgetary climate in which most two-year colleges find them-
selves these days suggests that we either should find more effective and
less costly ways to utilize our human resources or we should start a
demoralizing retrenchment process.

The development ar' ffnplementation of a cogent plan for human
resources will address the issue. Two-year colleges are a labor-intensive
enterprise. The lifetime cost of each tenured faculty member can easily
exceed one million dollars. Colleges routinely hire faculty and grant
tenure without acknowledging that they are making an investment equal
to a building, a mainframe computer, or some other major resource.
Experience and good planning dictate that facilities and equipment

.Should be cost-effective, require low maintenance, and meet the needs of
a department far into the future, but personnel decisions often are not
given these same considerations. Personnel are hired and promoted; con-
sequently, thousands of dollars in commitments to future budgets have
been made, without any serious questioning about the long-range payoffs
of such investments or about future needs. Personnel administrators in
two-year colleges must work within their organizations to change this
process.

Two-year colleges must also recognize that the developing tech-
nological revolution nas thrust new and critical needs on personnel
administrators. If the work force is not prepared for the new demands of
technology, strategies must be developed and dollars made available to
make the necessary changes. The personnel function in two-year colleges
must be responsive to changing technologies.

Effective Planning and Enrollment. Enrollment patterns in two-
year colleges are changing. No longer are classrooms filled with tradi-
tional college-age students; rather, the "traditional" age of students at
two-year colleges is becoming middle age. Nevertheless, many institutions
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continue to offer traditional programs and ser% ices, exactly as they have
always done. Two-year colleges must respond to the change in enrollment
patterns by altering their programs, hiring qualified staff, and upgrading
current staff. The personnel function must be prepared for these changes.

Finally, two-year colleges can make few significant changes with-
out affecting personnel Therefore, if faculty and staff will be affected by
such changes, they must be involved in the change process. Personnel
administrators must create an employee driven change process in two-
year colleges.
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This chapter concentrates on personnel management,
to describe the Impact and ramlfwatzons of the personnel
department for the growth of the entire college operation.

Organization and Staffing

Stephen J. Midkif; Barbara Come

"The central challenge of our age is the effectiveness of organizations.
Personnel management exists to improve the contribution made 13}
human resources to org ,nizations" (Werther and Davis, 1981. p. 19).

Organization is procc- of putting ever}thing together prop-
erl} "It involves the integiating of related activities required for the
successful achievemenr of institutional objectives into a cooidinated struc-
ture. staffing this snucture with qualified, competent personnel, and
equipping them with the ph}sical factors necessar) to perform their
tasks" (Scheer, 1980, p. 15).

There are at least three coequal basic fundamentals in manage-
ment of institutions of higher learning. planning management, budget
management, and personnel management. This chapter concentrates on
personnel management It presents several theories of personnel organi-
zation, as they relate to the operation of the two-}ear college; discusses
the personnel staff and its functions. highlignts policies and procedures
carried out by the personnel department, and discusses peisonnel records
as an important function of the personnel uepartment.

Organization of Personnel Departments

Academic departments are much more autonomous than similar
departments in business and industr}. Therefore, personnel programs
R I Millet and t V. Ito lyardel ji fed, , !mei in Personnel Ilanagement
Neu nimtiorn for Communits College, no 62 van mantis Jow, 'MW! NM 11
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cannot be merely transplanted from a business ern ironment to a college
er.tironment without adjustments, regardless of any similarities between
the two kinds of programs.

Organizational Theories in Higher Education. The personnel func-
tion is administratite. In small institutions, the president may serve in
seteral capacities and hate etery facet of the institution reporting to him
or her, or the personnel operation may be assigned to an administrator
who has other responsibilities. The administrator may or may not hate
technical and clerical assistants, according to the size of the institution.
The personnel operation is hequently considered part of business admin-
istration and placed under the administratite jurisdiction of the chief
business officer. According to Knowles (1970) such an arrangement is
usually undesirable, for seteral reasons. First, rightly or wrongly, the
chief business officer is usually charged with etaluating all institutional
operations from the fiscal and accounting tiewpoint, while personnel
matters must be considered in a much broader context. Second, the
working relationship between the personnel department and the business
office should be the same as the relationships among other institutional
operationsobt iously an impossibility if the personnel department is
considered part of the business office. Finally, because of the weight of
their fiscal responsibilities, few chief business officers are able to gite
sufficient attention to personnel matters. As a result, the \. are rarely in a
position to gite top administrant e officers all the data they need to make
proper decisions concerning institutional personnel policies and their
implementation.

Academic Personnel Versus Nonacademic Personnel. According to
Knowles (1970), "In a good personnel operation all generally recognized
personnel functions should be the responsibility of a central personnel
office" (p. 133). Administration in higher education increasingly resem-
bles corporate management. Personnel-related decision making has
become formal and more centralized on campuses across the country
While the ncnacademic personnel process, in the citil service tradition,
has for some time been centralized, particularly at public institutions,
administrant e professional and academic employees hate only recently
come under the influence of the personnel office. Decisions concerning
hiring, promotion, nonrencual, and dismissal of faculty members are no
longer the sole protince of departments, schools, and di isions of aca-
demic affairs. The personnel administrator has become an important
ach iser to academic management. The shift to more formalized, central-
ized, policy-dictated personnel practises is occurring both on unionized
and nonunionized campuses.

Some institutions maintain nonacademic personnel programs,
how eter. Colleges that hate nonacademic personnel offi«s frequently
assign the responsibility for certain personnel functions toadmmistrati%C

1
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units ether than the nonacademic personnel office. For example, an
institution might set up a separate office to administer the institutional
insurance and annuity programs, since these services are available to all
employees. Very often, the personnel office iL responsible for all nonaca-
demic personnel matters, plus the handling of benefits for academic per-
sonnel. The scope of the responsibilities of the personnel office varies
widely from institution to institution.

Uniqueness of Academic Personnel Administration. Another distinct
difference between personnel administration in business and industry and
in higher education involves the nature of the members of the academic
community. "Essenti,..: to successful human resources management in col-
leges is an understanding of academic personality" (Fortunato and Wad-
dell, 1981, p. 351). Many faculty members are independent mavericks.
Their academic training encourages them to question authority in all
areas and requires independent thinking and innovation. These traits are
positive, and they build an excellent faculty. Faculty members frequently
engage in consulting, research, writing, and grantsmanship, but these
independent freethinkers may create conflict when they are required to
adhere to rules that others have created. Faculty members tend to react to
situations in relation to their disciplines, and their loyalties lie first with
their disciplines. For example, consider performance evaluation. A faculty
member in electrical engineering will probably accept the validity of
detailed performance evaluations, with multiple-choice items and numer-
ical ratings, but an English teacher may prefer to have paragraphs written
about the person being evaluated. Loyalty to one's discipline should not
be seen as disloyalty to the institution, according to Fortunato and Waddell
(1981); "as independent professionals, faculty appreciate the institution to
the extent that it allows them to pursue knowledge" (p. 357).

Hierarchy of Organization. A formal organizational structure
almost always refit , a hierarchy. The advantage of a hierarchy is that it
can bring together great numbers of diverse people to accomplish a task.
The familiar chain of command provides a means for pinpointing respon-
sibility and authority. People are assigned certain parts of the general
task by being required to perform specific duties. According to the weight
and significance of their particular roles, people occupy certain places in
the hierarchical structure.

Figures 1 and 2 show functional organizational hierarchies for a
large and a midsized institution, respectively. The figure for a large insti-
tution shows that management of each function listed is assigned to one
individual. In midsized and smaller institutions, the figure indicates that
functions can be combined for management assignments. According to
Fortunato and Waddell (1981), some logical combinations of assignments
would be "compensation, benefits. and personnel records, or employment,
employee relations, and affirmative action, or performance evaluation,
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Figure 1. Sample Personnel Office Organization Chart
for a Large Institution
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Figure 2. Sample Personnel Office Organization Chart
for a Midsized Institution
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headed by an adminisuatise officer with the same administratise status
as the c hid business officer and the chief educational officer. The specific
title would depend on the titles gisen to other administiatise officers.

To whom does the personnel director report? In many colleges,
the personnel ()Rim reports to the chief business officer. The workability
of this arrangement depends on the nature and priorities of the business
officer. If the chief business officer is only fiscally oriented and does not
hale a positise interest in the personnel function, then the personnel
department will lack adequate support.. few educational institutions
hale appointed s ice-presidents for the personnel function. In many cases,
the personnel offices in these institutions include academic personnel
administration.

Staff Versus Line Relationships. The personnel departmert usually
has a "staff," as opposed to a "line," relationship to all other depart-
ments. It is the function of a personnel department to recommend courses
of action to administrators in the operational line deparments that will
implement established institutional policy. Many actions and decisions
of a personnel officer, or of a member of the personnel staff, affect how
li le supers isors perform their duties and responsibilities. The inure

ryi« to the institution in a staff relationship that top management
e.pects from its personnel operation, the stronger the personnel opera-
tion becomes. A personnel operation serses an institution best when top
management makes final decisions on employer-employee relationships,
but only after being ads ised on those decisions by the personnel depart-
ment. The roles of the personnel staff and the administrator., responsible
for personnel affairs must be clearly defined to reflect both the unique
organiiational aspects of higher education and the history, current enyi-
romnent, and objectiYes of each college.

Personnel Staff

The success of any personnel program depends in large part on
the quality of the personnel staff. A well-qualified staff member has not
only a good background of training and experience but also the personal
qualities to work well .ith the administration, faculty, hourly employees,
and a variety of individuals outside the institution.

The Director. The personnel director is an indisidual who can
seise effectiyely as a member of top management and at the same time
bring to management the thinking and the (once Ins of all employees. In
addition, he or she enjoys the «» ifidence both of management and of
employees, without be«nning an adyersary of calm g,oup. The person-
nel director also has the ability to deyelop a personnel staff whose goals
arc wry ice both to management am. to the employees of the institution
(see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Personnel Influences
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The Staff. In very small institutions, a single individual may be
the personnel staff. In larger institutions, staff members may specialize in
such functions as inter% iewing and placement, position classification,
record maintenance, training, and labor relations. There are real advan-
tages to having each staff member be a generalist and become equally
competent in all areas of the personnel operation, especially when inter-
viewing and placement are emphasizes. say, at the beginning of a new
school term. It is easier to maintain full operation if staff members can
be assigned to various areas as needs occur.

There has been «msiderable interest in developing standards for
determining the number of positions limit(' in a personnel office.
Attempts have been made to establish ratios of the number of personnel
employees to the number of students, to the number of nonacademic
employees, and to the size of the operating budget. No attempt has been
totally successful. There are still far too many variables in institutional
administrative organizations, and in the acceptance of which personnel
functions should be the specific responsibility of the personnel depart-
ment, to achieve any consensus on how many employees are needed to
perform recognized personnel functions.
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Few two-year colleges currently have full-time personnel Jirectors.
Most colleges has e delegated the various functions to central administra-
tors, usually the chief administrators for academic or business affairs.
The variety of ways in which personnel responsibilities have been dele-
gated emphasizes the need for delineating the personnel functions that
are the responsibility of the central administrative staff, establishing
responsibility for carrying out these functions, and determining when a
college should employ a personnel specialist.

Persoriel Policies and Procedures

Rationale. Policies generally are broad statements of principle,
developed by boards of trustees and top administrators, that play a major
role in creating and maintaining the overall Jimate of an institution.
"An overabundance of policy stifles action, precludes flexibility, and dis-
courages" employees at all levels (Fortunato and Waddell, i981, p. 302).
If there are too few regulations, however, there will be much inconsis-
tency concerning the management of the institution. This chaotic sit-
uation often leads to personnel decisions based not on institutional
priorities but rather on the emotions of the moment. Moreover, orga-
nizational conflict, inefficient operation, and even legal problems may
develop when faculty and staff do not clearly understand the policies that
affect them.

Two-year colleges across the United States employ a great range of
practices conceining the use of personnel policies. A policy that is taken
for granted or assumed on one campus may be unknown on others. Some
institutions may develop elaborate, detailed policy manuals, while others
have no formal statements of their policies. Nevertheless, every institution
does have policies; some just communicate their policies better. Millet,
MacLean, and Avery (1972) state that a "comprehensive personnel man-
agement program must include policies and procedures" (p. 1).

To establish and disseminate personnel policies in a two-year col-
lege enhances the continuity and stability of the administration, encour-
ages teamwork through the integration of functions and activities,
improves internal relations through greater equity in management deci-
sions, and enables the administration to carry out its responsibilities
quickly and efficiently by definirg the boundaries within which decisions
must fall. Properly developed, the policy manual is a tool of good man-
agement at the two-year college (Scheer, 1985).

Differences Between Policy and Procedure." A policy is a clear state-
ment of a philosophy. A procedure is the implementation of that philos-
ophy" (Fortunato and Wadiell, 1981, p. 303). This is not to imply that
policy precedes procedure. Scheer (1980) states that "policy is merely the
outgrowth of practice" (p. 93P). Each institution has a customary way of
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doing thingsthis is practice. A set les of steps detailing the performance
of that practice is a procedure. Both practice and procedure are developed
within the framework of policy. Written policy is a commonly accepted
statement of understanding among the various levels of supers isors and
supery 'sees. For example, . rolicy might state: "Minimize the employee's
financial outlay for travel expenses." The procedure related to this policy
stipulates. "Normal travel costs are reimbursed promptly upon submis-
sion of expense statements and proper receipts." The procedure is an
instrument to accomplish the intent of the policy. The procedure answers
such specific questions as who, when, where, how, and how much.

Policy Manuals

To be comprehensi..e, the policy manual must consider most areas
of the two-year college's operations. Miller (1986) has suggested these
items for inclusion: "personnel records, faculty recruitment, faculty
appointments, administrative appointments, termination of employment,
faculty orientation procedures, administrauye orientation procedures, aca-
demic rank, promotion, tenure, employer-employee relations, and com-
munity-fact.:ty relations" (p. 121). The content of a particular policy
manual should be unique to the institution. The policies should be devel-
oped as they are needed to solye or present problems, thc) should not be
copied from a book or borrowed from other colleges or from businesses.
Care should be taken to address certain legal technicalities common to
most institutions, but the content of the manual should primarily reflect
the needs of the particular college.

Development. Fortunato and Waddell (1981) present four general
guidelines governing the establishment of policies. First, "al oid estab-
lishing policies that coyer one-time situations." Policies should reflect
the general philosophy of the institution, they should not be so detailed
as to restrict management's prerogatiy es. Second, "test existing and new
policies for practicality and usage with those who are to implement
them." The personnel office and the first-line supervisors know the
impact of proposed policies on their staffs. Their expertise should be
utilized. Third, "do not introduce policies that cannot be monitored."
Policies that cannot be enforced, or are sporadically enforced, lead to
frustration and mistrust on the part of those affected by the policies.
Fourth, "review existing policy when establishing new policy" (p. 302).
The development of a new policy will often affect the content and value
of an existing policy, sometimes contradicting the old policy or resulting
in confusion. Revision of existing policies on a regular basis is suggested.

The development of personnel policy is most often accomplished
by hoards of tiustecs or executie committees, who consult institutional
personnel, as appropriate. The procedural implementation is not the
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task of such groups, since they usually are not aware enough of the day-
to-day procedures of the institution. The determination of procedures is
the responsibility of the personnel officer, who must establish close con-
sultation with the personnel affected by the procedures cFottunato and
Waddell, 1981).

Review. Review of new policies and procedures before their final
approval is crucial to their success. Good manuals are developed on the
basis of the recognition that personnel in each part of the institution
should have the opportunity to review and comment on policies and
procedures before they are implementcl. 'L-us practice is useful in two
ways. First, an employee who feels like part of the decision-making pro-
cess will be mote likely to support the final product. Second, it is impor-
tant tt __s_unize and value viewpoints on policies and procedures from
those closest to their impacts.

It is also important to include re% iew by legal counsel. From the
legal point of view, the manual may be a binding contract, and reyiew by
counsel will avoid difficulties later. Some colleges carry this point farther
by contracting with specialists to deYelop the policy manual. These spe-
cialists hate developed "generic" manuals very carefully, which they can
adapt to particular in-aitutions by filling in the appropriate blanks. While
this procedure undoubtedly reduces legal concer is, the utility and appro-
priateness of such manuals for particular institutions must be questioned.

Approval. The approval process follows re% iew and is crucial to
the acceptance of the policy by the entire staff of ihe institution. Indiy id-
uals from eery unit and subunit should Lei that they hate had the
opportunity to be heard. Most two-year colleges require all pollues to be
approved by boards of trustees or similar bodies. Such approval is crucial,
but it should not be considered as a mandate to enforce compliance. An
understanding of the policy, based on the idea of cooperation and partic-
ipation by those who will be affected, is much more desirable and useful.
It is the task of the personnel office to de%elop this understanding.

Dissemination. Employees of every business or other enterprise have
the right to knob the policies that affect them, and two-year colleges are
no exception to this rule. It has been suggested cFortunato and Waddell,
1981) that such information b,, disseminated in two types of publications:
A detailed and controlled personnel policy manual in loose -leaf form

to simplify updating) should be supplied to each administratiye unit and
a summary handbook should be distributed to each fat ulty and staff
member" (p. 305). It is also recommended that two handbooks, one for
faculty and one for nonfaculty, be used. The policy manual must contain
the exact and official text of each policy affecting all categories of
employees. The language should be precise and accurately detailed. The
handbook, on the other hand, may contain only a summary of the policies,
with appropriate references to the more comprehensive policy manual.
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Grievance Policy

One area of policy manuals warrants special consideration: the
grie}ance polic}. Grievance procedures allow redress for employees who
feel personal concern or dissatisfaction with their employment. The defi-
nition of what constitutes a grie}ance ma} oe established by the institution
broadl} or narrowly according to its philosophy and style. The grie}ance
policy should include the specifications of eligible employees, the steps
involved in the procedure, and the time limits for each step in the process.
"Different personnel unit, may require different grie}ance procedures"
(Kilberg, Angelo, and Lorber, 1972, p. 29). Since these different units may
operate under differing policies and procedures, the grie}ance policy is
also likely to differ. The important thing is for faculty and staff to know
that if problems arise, a fair method of resolution is available. Since griev-
ance procedures provide for the resolution of internal conflict, "their exis-
tence is a critical factor in achie}ing and maintaining good employee
relations." This, in turn, "can be a critical factor in the ability of an
institution to fulfill its role and mission" (Ober le, 1981, p. 35).

Personnel Records

Personnel records have long been considered necessary for good
personnel administration. The records function has recently become e}en
more important. With the advent of federal and state labor and anti-
discrimination legislation, the maintenance of accurate, comp) te, and
readily available personnel records is crucial to the sound operion of
colleges and universities.

Colleges and universities operate under many of the same reg-
ulations as industry. To a}oid the potential consequences of failing to
maintain proper records, they must take great care to keep appropriate
personnel records.

In addition to the need for avoiding lawsuits or sanctions, there
are other important reasons for systematic records management. Person-
nel records are used to support decisions on employment matters, to
resole disciplinary disputes, and to assist in strategic planning through
institutional research. When new staff and faculty are hired, personnel
files are created and maintained to pro}ide support for later decisions
concerning "promotion, tenure, recognition, discipline, dismissal, and
the like" (Fortunato and Waddell, 1981, p. 121). For disciplinary matters,
the personnel file contains records of action and e}idente supporting
such action. (Most institutions, especially those with grie}ance policies,
stipulate both «inif.nt and 1(101 of rPton"" for ,n. r];, ippne_r.i,tod
data.) Information mailable from personnel records can support a sari
et} of institutional research efforts. Studies that answer "the strategic



'whys' and 'what ifs' (Douglas, Klein, and Hunt, 1986, p. 151) of orga-
nizational planning are vital to effective and efficient operation of an
organization.

Functions of Records Managern,nt. There are three basic compo-
nents of records management. The first is records creation. The basic
capture of data is fundamental; without accurate data, no system is useful.
Data are most often collected immediately after the appointment of faculty
or staff members by having the new employees complete biographical
forms. (The data are not collected until after hiring, because much of the
information that is useful to personnel managers cannot legally be
requested of applicants.) Other data are collected with other methods, as
necessary. The information retained in personnel records should include
"every thing considered reasonably available and helpful to augment and
raise the level of decision making" (Ohio r. oard of Regents, 1974, p. 89).
There are several lists available tha! tell which data are considered vital;
one of the most comprehensive is Fortunato and Waddell's (1981).

The second component is records ma'ntenance. Records mainte-
nance is the means of controlling, analyzing, and accessing recorded data.
Wolling and Bercen (1972) list the three stages of a personnel record's life:
active status, semiactive status, and inactive status. An active record has a
currently stated, specific purpose. If no such purpose exists, the record
should not be maintained in active status. A semiactive record is main-
tained for some legal or historical reasonfoi example, a terminated-
employee payroll record, which must be permanently maintained for legal
purposes. Such a record should also not be maintained in active status.
An inactive record becomes the responsibility of the third component of
records management: records disposition.

Records disposition provides for the systematic removal of semi-
active records, the orderly disposal of inactive records, the protection of
ital records, and the preservation of legal and historical documents. As a

rule, recoids should be disposed of when they are no longer used; in
practice, however, records may be kept for two years or, in some cases,
forever. Each institution should determine, within state and federal guide-
lines, a schedule for retention and disposal of all records.

Until very recently, personnel data have been maintained in indi-
vidual file folders. These files contain application forms, personal and
educational profiles, performance evaluations, documents on insurance
coverage, retirement information, and so on. Many small two -year colleges
continue to use such systems, but other institutions have found this
method of record keeping burdensome and inadequate. These institutions
noes employ automated systems of record keeping. One common approach
considers the personnel record to be lust one of several kinds of data
modules, linked via integrated computer software into a comprehensive
management information system. This approach, while not new, is still

U
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not uidespread among tuo-),ear collegt s. but the demands of the present
and the future N% ill nirdoubtedly prompt its appearance on must campuses
rather soon.
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Without a definable and effective appraisal system, decisions
related to employee development and career path become
unfocused. The entire organ zation suffers because no
systematic feedback on performance is available.

Performance Appraisal

Mary Louise Holloway

This chapter res,iews general facets of performance appraisal, pointing
out the similarities and differences in methods and instruments used to
appraise the performance of administrati%e, academic, and nonacademic
personnel and relating the concepts of merit pay and tenure to perfor-
mance appraisal.

Overview of Performance Appraisal

The concept if performance appraisal is central to effecthe man-
agement and is commonplace in e%ery day life. Salespeople earn commis-
sions based on the number of products they sell, professional football
quarterbacks are judged by the number of passes they complete. People
either consciously or unconsciously e%aluate a %ariety of things and peo-
ple each day. Certainly these daily routine esaluations 'lase a great deal
of subjectivity.

Formal performance e%aluations should be far less subjective, but
it is important to realize that not all subject's ity can be eliminated. In
general, most people agree on the need for performance appraisal. "The
problem," Castetter \ 1986) asserts. is to de%elop %alid, reliable appraisal
sy stems and to engender increased understanding of the purposes and
limitations of performance appraisal so that results will not be misused"
(p. 318). Castetter (1986) observes that "for the better part of a century

R I Miller and E. W lloliapfel, Jr (Me) Issues in Personnel Management
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organizations have been experimenting with performance appraisal of
various types .. . about the onl., consensus that has deYeloped is that
performance appraisal is not a matter of choice" (p. 321).

Performance appraisal is a process of assessing and evaluating an
employee's performance in relation to preset standards or specific objec-
us es. Ideally, the cruet ia are known by the employee and by the manager,
and the steps or resources needed to attain effectise performance are
mutually agreed upon (Latham, 1984, p. 87), but this is not always what
actually happens.

The major purposes of performance appraisal are formative (or
developmental) and summame (or judgmental). Formative appraisal is
conducted to improve performance, suggest career deselopment, and iden-
tify training and developmental needs. Kearney (1979) emphasizes that
"deseloptnental decisions require information on how the outcome
occurred" (p. 248). Summatke appraisal, in contrast, has a wider focus
and is used to make decisions for compensation, placement, and staffing
deficiencies, to correct informational inaccuracies, and to respond to exter-
nal challenges. In summatiye appraisal, Kearney (1979) places emphasis
on "what happened" (p 2-18). Performance appraisal is also used for
rey iew during the orientation or probationary period of employment.

Designing the Appraisal

Objectives. The purpose of the performance appraisal system deter-
mines what is to be appraised: traits, behavior, or results. In the past,
trait scales were quite popular, L itham (1984), howeYer, notes that they
"lack reliability" and there is no way to measure or make explicit what
a person has to start, stop, or continue." Furthermore, trait scales may be
siewed as "susceptible to the personal whims, tastes, and fancies of the
evaluator" (pp. 88-89).

The current trend is toward results-oriented appraisals. When
results are used, an employee's accomplishments Lan be readily assessed.
Results are objective, quantifiable, specific, and measurable. For these rea-
sons, a results-oriented appraisal system is preferred by the courts and by
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (Latham. 1984, p. 90).

Closely allied with results is behavior, that is, how the re,,ults were
achieved. Kearney (1979) and Les, inson (1976) argue for appraising job-
specific behaY 'or, if managers are to eYaluate behaYior and not outcomes.
Latham (1984) calls for job analyses "to idcntify those behaYiors that are
critical for employees in 'arious positions to demonstrate in order to
implement the [strategic] plan" (p. 92).

Methods. Appraisal methods fall into two categories: traditional
and participative. The choice of methodology depends on the purpose of
the appraisal. figure 1 depicts employee participation in the appraisal
system along a continu.n
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Figure 1. Methods of Performance Appraisal
Traditional Methods

o[ i Performance Appraisal

No employee participation

Participative Method
x[.... .... x ... x ..... ......... j Performance Appraisal

Work Work Work
review review review

Employee participates

Traditional methods include rating scales, checklists, the critical-
incident process, and behaviorally anchored rating scales. These meth-
ods measure after-the-fact behavior and instrinsically assume that the
employee cannot improve dining the appraisal period.

Rating scales are the oldest and most widely used means of mea-
suring performance. The rating form lists the qualities and characteristics
to be rated and may use a continuous or a discrete scale. The rater checks
statements that actually portray employee behavior. For administrative
personnel, the items may reflect analytical ability, judgment, leadership,
creative ability, initiative, and knowledge of work. Items for nonacademic
personnel may include quantity and quality of work, job knowledge,
cooperativeness, dependability, and attitude. Academic personnel may be
rated on knowledge of subject matter, organization, attitude toward stu-
dents, lecture, discussion and questioning skills, and general Lc irse con-
duct. Although they are used universally rating scales are subject to
various forms of error.

A checklist gives the appraiser a choice among weighted perfor-
mance- related statements that can occur in the job for which the checklist
has been designed. Usually the weights are not knowa to the appraiser.
A separate checklist is required for each job, making this method of
appraisal costly.

The critical-incident process requires the manager to record sig-
nificant examples of positive or negative behavior related to job perfor-
mance, as they occur. For this method to be a useful feedback tool, the
statements should include brief descriptions of what happened, settings,
and circumstances. Critical-incident records may be used in conjunction
with other methods of appraisal. This appraisal method helps to reduce
recency bias. Its use is also consistent with federal laws.

Behaviorally anchored rating scales assess performance on the basis
of specific descriptions of work behavior. They require considerable time
and ram t to develop. A separate rating fcrin is required for each job. Basi-
cally, development of such scales begins with the identification of a job's
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key areas of responsibility. Next, the employee and the supervisor describe
many examples of actual job behavior that pertain to various degrees of
job performance. Examples are then classified under job responsibilities.
At the next stage, knowledgeable people are asked to rate each item of job
behav for by assigning it a number on a scale (between one and seen, or
one and nine). The average scale v alue for each incident of job behavior is
computed, and the final seven or nine items, with their scores, become the
anchors for each job dimension. The use of these scales has been primarily
it business and industry, and research is continuing.

Participative appraisal methods include management by objec-
tives. standards of performance, and self-appraisal. The theory behind
participative appraisal is that anticipated rewards sere as motivators.

In management by objectives, the employee a. __ the manager joint-
ly establish performance goals in terms of measurable outcomes geared to
the organization's objectives. Together they assess the employee's progress
toward attaining the goals at least once each quarter and maybe more
often. Employee particivation enhances achieytment of goals. Werther and
Dav is (1985, p. 299) list three difficulties of this method: The objectives
may be too ambitious or too narrow, some areas of performance may be
overlooked, and the objectives may focus on quantity lather than quality,
because quality is often more difficult to measure.

Standards of performance are statements of the observable condi-
tions that will exist when a job is being or has been satisfactorily per-
formed. A standard of performance lists observable conditions or effects,
either wanted or unwanted, in arms of quantity, quality, time, and cost.

In self-appraisal, the employee and the manager establish a series
of targets or objectives for an appropriate span of time. At the end of that
interval, they have another discussion, during w hick the employee evalu-
ates performance relative to the objectives, attempts to solve newly recog-
nized problems, and sets new objectives for the next period. The role of
the manager is to listen and guide. Since there is no criticism, there is no
defensiveness. Theoretically, the employee critiques himself or herself
and establishes the basis of behavioral change.

Measures. Several measures may be used to evaluate performance.
Their helpfulness is enhanced to the extent that they are easy to use,
reliable, and able to report on the designated behaviors that determine
performance. Direct observation evaluates peiformance that is actually
seen for example, an instructor's lecturing in a classroom). Indirect obser-
vation evaluates a substitute for actual performance (such as the results
of a test given by an Instructor). Objective performance measures can be
verified by others (for example, a counselor's pros ichng collect and accu-
rate information about a piogram to potential students). Subjective
measures are the appraiser's personal opinions and arc appropriate for
inclusion in a total evaluation.
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Criteria. Smith (in Cas:etter, 1986, p. 337) suggests four characteris-
tics of effective performance criteria. First, the criteria are relevant to the
characteristics being appraised. Second, they are unbiased; they are based
on the job characteristics, not on the person. Third, criteria are significant
and directly related to the institution's goals. Fourth. the criteria are prac-
tical, both measurable and efficient for the institution in question.

Rater Errors. Objectivity is a key factor in virtually every method
of appraisal. Rater errors are discrepancies in evaluating another's per-
formance. Managers, although subject to human frailties, can exert con-
trol over the following common rating errors by being aware of them.

I. Halo effect. The manager appraises employees in terms of his
or her own attitude toward them, instead of appraising their
performance.

2. Leniency. This is the most frequent error in performance
appraisal. The manager is not willing to face the unpleasant-
ness that may ensue from an unfavorable appraisal.

3. Error of central tendency. The manager tends to rate more
employees near the midpoint than anywhere else on the scale.
There is a greater tendency to do this when there is an odd
number of choices on a rating scale.

4. Bies. The manager may hold a prejudice against a group or a
class of people and thereby distort their ratings. This practice
may violate antidiscrimination laws.

5. Recency error. The manager bases ratings on what is most easily
remembered, and this may not be characteristic of the total
period.

Performing the Appraisal

Responsibility. Generally the employee's immediate supervisor con-
ducts the performance appraisal. The premise for this practice is that the
person responsible for managing a department understands organiza-
tional objectives, needs, and influences. Being held accountable for the
successful operation of a department, the manager must have control
over personnel administration.

According to the purpose of an appraisal and the level or category
of the person being appraised, more than one source of data may be used
(for example, student appraisals, peer appraisals, or appraisals by staff
w he, inza.ct `:-._z-,-.:-..- n1) with the person being appraised). When other
data sources are used, however, the manager must consider the appraiser's
"unique perspective," as we11 as the fact that these sources may reflect
limited knowledge of the appraisee's job and scope of responsibilities
Inewic and Panting, 19Ri, p 27 This is especiall!, true tvliPfl StildPfltc
appraise administrators.
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Frequency. The frequency of performance appraisal and feedback
also depends on the parpose of the appraisal. Orientation or probation-
ary reviews for new employees are usually done on a thirty-, sixty-, or
ninety-day basis. Formatiye appraisals conducted for developmental pur-
poses should be consistent Yy ith timely feedback of performance and rein-
forcement of appropriate behavior. The} are often done on an irregular
basis. Summatiye appraisals are generally scheduled for the anniyersary
date of employment or for some fixed annual date. The schedule reflects
the need for information to guide decisions on salary, promotion, or
tenure. Conducting the annual appraisal on the employee's anniversary
date spreads appraisals throughout the year, eases the manager's work-
load, and minimizes employees' tendencies to compare themselYes with
others.

Criteria for Instruments. The basic criterion for any performance
appraisal instrument is that it be both reliable and yalid. A reliable instru-
ment pros ides consistent results, a Yalid instrument contains a represent-
atiye sampling of the requisite job behaviors necessary for performance
that is, it actually measures valid job behavior.

The Appraisal Process

The appraisal process gives the manager an opportunity to
deselop ways of improYing employees' future performance. Ultimately,
this effort can be expected to more the institution toward excellence.

Preparation. Planning for an appraisal inters iew requires consid-
erable effort and forethought by the manager. Most managers do not
relish the task of performance appraisal because of its judgmental aspects.
The appraisal written today remains in the employee's file for a long
time, and decisions arc 1,,,sed on the information it contains. These are
the realities.

The first step in preparing for the performance review is to select
a time and place and make an appointment w ith the employee. To
enable the employee to come to the meeting prepared, this notice should
be giyen at least one or two weeks in adyance. Preparation by employee
ma} include self-appraisal, specific statements of demonstrated
strengths, and a rationale to explain lack of accomplishment and areas
for improvement.

To make appraisal useful, the manager's next step is to gather
data from several sources. "as entails rev ieu Mg the employee's job
description to see what should hay c been done, and comparing this with
the actual results. Other source:, of data may include student evaluations,
peer eyaluations, records of absenteeism, and self-appraisal by the
employee. Using information from a yariety of sources pros ides a broad
perspective and minimizes subjective judgment.
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Clewis and Panting (1985, p. 9) emphasize the importance of the
manager's preparing for a two-sided discussion for the following reasons.

To provide the employee with an opportunity to explain re
sons for his or her actions, make suggestions for the improve-
ment of the job, explain successful methods he or she has used,
and clear up questions of policy about the content of the job
To provide the employee with an opportunity to discuss and
get help in solving special problems he or she has encountered
on the job and clear up any p-'nts of confusion or misunder-
standing he or she may have about the job
To develop improvement plans and projects for better use of
the employee's strengths
To build a strong personal relationship in which supervisor
and employee are willing to talk freely about the job, how it is
being done, what improvement is possible, and how it may be
obtained
To eliminate or reduce the tension and anxiety that may exist
when employees have not had the opportunity of planned
discussion.

The Interview. Privacy and freedom from interruption by visitors
or telephone calls are absolute requisites for the performance appraisal
and will enhance concentration. These conditions coney to the employee
that the session is important, that the employee is valued, and that the
manager has time for discussion.

At the outset, the manager should ciarify the objectives of the
discussion. This will help to keep the meeting on track and will a% oid
focusing on trivia.

Employees should be encouraged to participate. The more they par-
ticipate in the appraisal process. the more likely they are to be satisfied
with the appraisal and with the manager. In addition, participation helps
employee, to understand themselves better and generally leads to more
commitment and follow-through on performance improvement. A good
way to begin is to ask employees to review the year's progress verbally and
to discuss the problems, needs, innovations, satisfactions, and dissatisfac-
tions they have encountered. It is important that the manager listen.

Total performance should be reviewed, with discussion beginning
and ending on a positive note. This is not always possible, particularly if
an employee's work has been consistently unsatisfactory. The manager
should point out strengths and areas of satisfactory performance. If there
are areas that need improvement, focus on those that are likely to make a
difference. Even an employee performing -t high levels has room for
improvement. Limit the number of things the employee will be expected
to improve. Remember, one area of noticeable improvement is better
than many superfic ial gains, or none at all. lo conclude the interview,

, 0
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recap the major points and determine a simple plan for further develop-
ment of the employee.

Make certain that the employee receives a copy of the appraisal
within one to three days after the meeting. Immediately after the inter-
view, it is wise to make notes about what was agreed on and about plans
for follow-through.

Inadequacies of Appraisal System

Laird and Clampett (1985) interviewed sixty-one managers in a
Fortune 500 service organization And found that all managers, regardless
of function, position, or location, mentioned four problems: multiple
uses of the appraisal form, subjectivity and inflated ratings, problems in
defining objectives, and dissemination of evaluation results to employees
in the interview (p. 49). Other drawbacks, cited by Levinson (1976),
include incomparable ratings by different managers :rom different units,
no mechanisms to ensure that managers give frequent feedback, and few
support mechanisms to help managers cope with their sense of inade-
quacy about appraising subordinates (p. 32).

Some key reasons for unsatisfactory progress in improving perfor-
mance appraisal systems are cited by Castetter (1986, p. 327-330). These
include administrative irrationality, technical irrationality, premature
commitment, state legislation, and environmental impediments. Author-
ities in the field of human resources generally agree that quality assurance
for a performance appraisal system must include provisions for confi-
dentiality, objectivity, demonstrable results, involvement, specificity, and
validity of appraiser.

Appraisal of Administrators

Over the past two decades, there has been increased interest in the
evaluation of administrators, particularly with the call for greater account-
ability by institutions of higher education. Nordvall (1979) places the
reasons for the systematic evaluation of college administrators into three
categories. pressures and demands for evaluation from internal and exter-
nal sources, improvement of the performance of individual administra-
tors, and improvement of the performance of the institution (pp. 4-5).
These dovetail with Lahti's (1980) enumeration of the major functions of
management fundamental to the successful development and mainte-
nance of a community college. defining its purpose, molding its charac-
ter, determining what needs to be accomplished, and mobilizing the
resources to accomplish these ends (p. 1).

Assessment of senior administrators must focus on institutional
goals and aspirations. as well as on administrative performance (Lorne,
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197° p. 3). In a series of nondirective interview., with a :epresentatie
number of top executives from business firms, Reeser 0975) found that
the performance /rift, is that overshadow "all other considerations in the
evaluation of senior executives are their abilities to develop ambitious,
but realistic, plans for making the operations for which they are respon-
sible profitable, followed by the ext,_..t to which the planned profits are
achieved" (p. 43).

In higher education, as well as in business, management by objec-
tives is a common mode of performance appraisal for senior -level admin-
istrators. At these levels of management and administration, there is less
need for traditional methods of appraisal or standards of performance.
Although performance reviews are scheduled at regular intervals and
focu' Jn the strategic plan, the common theme is that appraisals are
continual (Reeser, 1975, p. 43). Other approaches to administrator evalu-
ation (Nordvall, 1979, p. 11) are unstructured narration, unstructured
documentation, structured narration, rating scales, and structured docu-
mentation. These approaches are not mutually exclusive and are often
combined or expanded in an institutional evaluation system.

Appraisal of Academic Personnel

Miller (1974) has linked the increased interest in faculty evaluation
to three issues: finance, governance, and accountability (p. 3). Forces exter-
nal to higher education are contributing to the urgency with which insti-
tutions seek to evaluate faculty performance (Blackburn, O'Connell, and
Pelleno, 1980, p. 458). Legislators, taxpayers, parents, and students are
pressuring institutions of higher education to examine the cost-effective-
ness of each department and the performance of each instructor. This has
affected who gets fired, tenured, or promoted.

Seldin (1980) advances four reasons for faculty evaluation: to
improve performance; to provide a rational, equitable basis for crucial
administrative decisions on tenure, promotion in rank, and retention, to
provide students with a handy guide for the selection of cour,es and
instructors; and to be able to provide data to interested individuals and
organizations operating off the campus (pp. 4-6). Some educators ques-
tion whether pet formance appraisal is valid or even possible in higher
education. Some feel that it is not needed, and others argue that it is an
invasion of their professional privacy.

In a nationwide study, Seldin (1984) found that the most frequently
used factors in evaluating overall faculty performance were classroom
teaching (98.7 percent) and student advising (61.7 percent) (p. 39).
Because the primary focus of academic personnel in two-year institutions
is iastruction, it makes sense to focus on instruction and on student
advising in evaluating faculty. Because students are the focus, it may also
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be advisable to heed Miller (1979). "College students are exceedingly expe-
rienced teacher-watchers, having had twelve years' expci;ence before they
came to college. They learn early or late that academic success is related
to their ability to analyze the strengths and weaknesses of their teachers
and countless peer discussions assist in these analyses" (p. 76).

Guidelines for successful faculty appraisal should include the
following:

I. Gain broad support at the outset frc administration, faculty,
and students

2. Incorporate faculty input, as feasible.
3. Emphasize the main purpose of the appraisal system. improve-

ment in performance.
4. Use multiple sources of information.
5. Keep the appraisal system manageable.
6. Provide informational forums during the developmental phase,

and encourage faculty and students to attend.
7. Implement a faculty development program to accompany the

appraisal system.
8. Adapt existing rating forms, rather than devising new ones.
9. Allow one to two years for acceptance and implementation.

Tenure

Initially, tent re was developed to protect and support academic
freedom. As financ al exigencies in higher education have escalated,
tenure has become increasingly more related to job security. In some
institutions of higher education, notably universities, tenure is almost
sacrosanct. This can be a problem when retrenchment becomes necessary.

Not all two-year institutions award tenure. Among those that do,
the criteria may be very flexible or very stringent. One criterion common
to all is length of service (usually three to five years of continuous employ-
ment for full-time faculty members). Some institutions have tenure quo-
tas. A work by Miller (1979) contains the suggestion that avoiding a
tenure quota may mean increasing selectivity, minimizing "instant ten-
ure" and credit for prior service, lengthening probationary periods,
appointing faculty members outside the tenure track, evaluating tenured
faculty, separating tenure and promotion decisions, and facilitating early
retirement (p. 85).

The following questions may be helpful (Miller, 1979, p. 86):
Has the institution recently updated its policies and procedures?
Does the faculty handbook treat personnel records, faculty
recruitment and appointments, termination of employment, ori-
entation, promotion, college-faculty relations, and community-
faculty relations?
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Do faculty procedures allow a more of less continuous updating
and modifying of policies and procedui es?
Has the institution developed detailed statistical data -3n ten-
meadequate to assist in making policy decisions?
Do personnel policies and procedures that relate to promotion
and tenure reflect the operational rewards system?

Appraisal of Nonacademic Support Personnel

Nonacademic support personnel include secretaries, typists, cash-
iers, and maintenance workers. Their positions are usually clearly defined
in their job descriptions. These employees may be evaluated quarterly or
annually, after initial probation. They may or may not have input into
the appraisal process. Traditional methods of appraisal are used most
frequently at this level. Regardless of the method of appraisal, the pur-
poseimprovement in performanceand the criteria for performance
should be known to employees.

Rarely are support staff issued contracts. Their continued employ-
ment and promotion are generally contingent on satisfactory perfor-
mance, institutional needs, and (in some institutions) seniority. If merit
pay is instituted for these employees, it should be congruent with other
areas of the institution.

Merit Pay

The concept of merit pay in public education has been around for
a long time. The cyclical history of merit pay is chronicled b, Murnane
and Cohen (1986). As early as 1918, a compensation system, called merit
pay, was used in some U.S. public school districts. -urveys by the
National Education Association have confirmed its use through the 1920s.
During the 1940s and the early 1950s, interest in merit pay diminished as
the majority of U.S. public school districts adopted uniform salary sched-
ule3. Interest in merit pay was rekindled with the advent of Sputnik but
waned again. Through the 1960s and the 1970s, the number of school
districts using merit pay continued to decrease (p. 16). The current surge
of interest in and controversy about merit pay is a result of President
Rea-an's call for more accountability in education via merit plans for
instructors (Brown, 1984, p. 7). In many institutions of higher education,
boards of trustees have mandated merit pay for educators.

What is meant by the term ment pay? "To some, merit connotes a
measure of effectiveness that is to be gauged and recognized; to others it
is analogous to or identified with a civil service sort of classification
system; and to still others, it repiesents constancy on the job, seniority
with career status and longevity pay implications. . . All three of these
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concepts need not be mutually exclusive of one anodic!, they truly relate
to educational productivity. Mein pay, therefore, is the iewarding of
employees in accordance with their plat 's along the scale of educational
productivity or effectiveness" (Van Zwoh, 1964, pp. 243, 244).

Benefits of Merit Pay. Brown (1983) relates that many social sci-
entists believe money can motivate employee performance. "By varying
the amount and duration of salary increases, positive behavior can be
induced that will have salutory ramifications for productivity" (p. 23).
Others disagree, pointing out that other factors must also exist in the
environment.

Andrews and Marzano (1983) call for institutions "to foster moti-
vation of outstanding faculty efforts through formal recognition, merit
[emphasis added], and public awareness" (p. 105). They reason that
recognition will ensure outstanding facult; positions of leadership and
will provide motivation for more faculty to move away from average
performance.

Implementing a Merit System. Cooperation between administrators
and each of the employee levels involved is essential to develop and
implement an acceptable merit pay system. Andrews and Marzano (1983)
stipulate that criteria for outstanding performance must be ielentified
and agreed on; a fair. objective, and effeoive system of evaluating job
performances must be developed, actual rewards must be stipulated; and
the number of employees eligible for merit pay in a given year must be
specified (p. 1071.

On the basis of the literature, it seems clear that a distinction
should be made between a review for merit pay and a performance
appraisal. Also, because of the seriousness of merit reviews arid the
potential for misunderstanding, all supervisors involved in merit review
processes should participate in training sessions before the inception of
their merit review plans.
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Staff development is becoming a high-priority issue in two-year
colleges. This chapter outlines the essential elements of a staff
development prograz.

Staff Development
and Training

Stephen Rostek, Deborah Jean Kladivko

Staff development and training, also called professional development in
man} educational institutions, can be defined as purposeful learning
experience undertaken in response to identified needs. Its general purpose
is to improve organizational and individual performance in achieving
institutional goals. Staff development helps employees to develop their
potential and to Improve their ability to meet job responsibilities.

A need for staff development exists when a discrepancy between
the current state of affairs and the desired state of affairs exists (Friedman
and Yarbrough, 1985). Staff development needs are generated by the
need for maximizing congruence between the organization and the envi-
ronment, organizational structure and purposes, individual employees
and the organization (Friedman and Yarbrough, 1985), and individual
employees and their aspirations. Lack of congruence in these four areas
is most often due to change. Staff development programs are designed to
aid employees and the organization in coping w ith or responding to
change.

From the point of view of the institution, staff development pro-
grams are designed in response to changt that is generated either exter-
nail} or internally. The need to maximize congruence between thc
organization and its environment is a response to external changes,
R I Mille! .rrirl t %i, lb kipfel, Jr reds 1 lsiuri m Personnel Alonagnnent
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Changing economic conditions. shifting labor market needs, and rapid
advances in technology are among the external changes that affect two
year colleges.

The need to maximize congruence between organizational struc-
ture and purposes is a response to internal change. Internal changes can
be the result of external changes and may occur either to maintain the
system's stability or to mote the organization in new directions (Friedman
and Yarbrough, 1985). Internal changes that are not tied to external
changes also exist. Reused mission statements and reconfigured organi-
zational charts are among these changes.

The ability of an organization to deal with change in an efficient
manner is essential for two-year colleges. These institutions were designed
to meet community needs and are expected to be able to keep up with the
changes in labor-market demands and technological advances. "Technol-
ogy changes faster than societal systems so that professions based on
technology must respond more rapidly" (Lowenthal, 1981, p. 519). Two-
year colleges need to retrain or reitalize their staff members to improY e
the performance of the institution in relation to these changing needs
(Alfred and Nash 1983). From the point of view of the individual
employee. staff deYelopment programs are undertaken in response to two
kinds of change: change that is outside the contr 31 of the indil idual, and
change that is self-initiated.

The need to maximize the fit between individual employees and
the organization relates to change that is outside the control of the indi-
vidual. As an organization changes (because of either external or internal
pressures). new needs become apparent. Staff development programs pro-
vide the individual with the opportunity to respond to these new needs,
creating a better fit between the individual and the organization.

The need to maximize the fit between individual employees and
their aspirations relates to change that is self-initiated. Self-initiated
change, also called renewal, refers to individuals' desires to grow, to want
more, or to better themselves. These desires may be related to the desire
to take on new responsibilities or prepare for more desirable positions,
or they may be related to the desire to complete the responsibilities of
current positions more efficiently and effectively.

This chapter outlines the essential eleme.iis of a staff delelopment
program. It is designed to aid The individual responsible for staff devel-
opment and includes applications to tilt two-year college situation.

Institutional Commitment

Research indicates that institutional commitment is crucial to the
success of institutionwide staff del, elopment programs. Among the types
of institutional commitment to staff deulopment are support from tc,p
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administiatois, statements of p'.ilosophy, employees' commitment and
readiness, incentives and rewards, financial iesouices, staffing, and inte-
gration into the organization.

Support from Top Administrators. Support from top administra-
tors, especially from the chief executive officer, is crucial to the success of
a staff development program (O'Banion, 1982). Without support from
the top, staff developers and employees alike may find little incentive to
organize or participate in staff development programs. Although support
from top administrator' is listed as a separate type of institutional com-
mitment, it affects every other type covered in this discussion.

Statements of Philosophy. A statement of philosophy, which is a
primary element outlining the reasons why a staff development program
is being pursued, establishes the focus or the objectives of an institution-
wide staff development program.

Employees' Commitment and Readiness. Commitment and readi-
ness follow logically from employees' involvement in the development of
statements of philosophy. The chances of employees supporting a pro-
gram are greatly increased if employees feel involved in the process and if
they understand the anticipated benefits of the program. Friedman and
Yarbrough (1985) state that employees' commitment can be gained if
they perceive a discrepancy between the actual and the desired states of
affairs, believe in their own ability to improve or close that gap, and
understand the role of the staff development program in accomplishing
the improvement.

Incentives and Rewards. Incentives and rewards provide still other
as of fostering commitment from employees. Incentives and rewards

commonly associated with staff development activities include released
time, promotions, stipends, salary increases, irAitutional recognition,
and paid travel

The value of personal and professional growth as an incentive in
itself should not be overlooked and has been confirmed by several com-
munity college studies (O'Bai ion, 1982). Faculty and staff members desire
opportunities for renewal, sf development activities provide avenues
for fostei ing this renewal.

Financial Resources. The level of financial support given to a staff
development program is tied directly to administrative support. If admin-
istrators believe in staff development, they are likely to allocate funds to
support the p.ograin. Financial resources are necessary to cover the costs
of individual programs and of institutional incentives and rewards.

Staffing, A staff development program is most effective when one
person is chosen as its coordinator. This does not nnpl) that an orga-
nisation must employ d person u hose sole responsibility is staff devel-
opment. Rather, each institution needs to make staffing decisions based
on such criteria as the sue of the institution, the resources available, and
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the priorit} gi}en to staff de}elopment. Some organizations place the
responsibilit} for staff de}elopment in the hands of the personnel offi-
cer; other organizations place the responsibilit} in the hands of other
administrators.

Integration into the Organization. Efforts to integrate the knowl-
edge or skills learned from staff de}elopment acti}ities back into the
workplace are an essential element of a staff de}elopment program. A
program would ha}e little purpose if emplo}ees were not permitted or
encouraged to apply what they had learned to the work situation.

Successful integration requires the wholehearted cooperation of
all super} isors, managers, and administrators. Therefore, the integration
process is directl} tied to support from top administrators: Actions taken
b} administrators will set the tone for the actions to be taken b} all other
managers and supervisors.

Identifying Needs

A staff de}elopment program is undertaken in response to identi-
fied needs. To determine the institutional and inch} idual needs to be met
by such a program, a needs assessment is conducted.

Central to the issue of needs assessment is the distinction between
micro needs and macro needs. Micro needs are needs of indi}iduals, while
macro needs are needs of groups. The need for one facult} member to
In,' ' up on teaching methods would be considered a micro need, while
the iieed of all new emplo}ees to be oriented to the policies of an institu-
tion would he considered a macro need.

The most popular methods for assessing needs are personal inter-
} iews and questionnaires (O'Banion, 1982). These methods go directl} to
the source (to indi}iduals for indi} idual needs, and to supervisors or
managers for institutional needs). Each of these methods has its advan-
tages and disadvantages, and each is appropriate to different situations.

The personal interview requires the personnel officer to meet with
emplo}ees (or with administrators) to discuss their needs and the needs
of those around them. Because of the time invoked, this method would
he most appropriate for small organizations or for situations in which
only a feu people are to be interviewed (for example, onl} departmental
chairpersons). Advantages of this method are that support can be built
for staff development programs, and that the Hawthorne effect (that is,
the fact that people feel better or produce more because they feel that
someone is pa} ing attention to them) can increase morale. Candid
responses cannot be ensured in personal interviews, however, because of
the lack of anonymity.

Questionnaires proside a wa} of collecting much information in a
short time, and so they are appropriate for organizations of an size.
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Questionnaiies can also guarantee anonymity to respondents, thus ensur-
ing more candid responses. The disadvantage of using questionnaires is
that they do not provide the personal touch that interviews do.

Although interviews and questionnaires are the most popular
means of assessing needs, both methods require the staff development
professional to devote time and energy to dey ising questions that will be

and c=c'cue.....g the interviews or distributing, collecting, and
tabulating the questionnaires. Laird (1985) presents an alternate method
of assessing needs that utilizes information gathered through standard
personnel functions. Thus, Laird's method requires no additional infor-
mation to be gathered. A method like this one could prove especially
useful in two-year colleges, where personnel staff and resources are
usually limited.

According to Laird (1985), information on micro needs can be
garnered by monitoring the following personnel functions:

1 Performance appraisals: According to most personnel policies,
all employees are to be evaluated at least once a year. During the evalu-
ation process, suggestions for improvement are often made. These sug-
gestions can form the basis of training and development programs for
individuals.

2. Hiring: When a new employee is hired, there is a need for ori-
entation, which can be met by a staff development program. Also, during
the selection interview process, the individual is evaluated to determine
how closely his or her skills and abilities match the skills and abilities
required for the position. Staff development activities come into play
when a discrepancy between actual and required skills exists.

3. Transfers and promoltons: The need for staff development is
apparent when a transfer or a promotion occurs. Although a person who
is transferred or promoted may not need general orientation, he or she
may need orientation to a particular facet of the organization. For exam-
ple, an administrator who becomes a faculty member may need orienta-
tion to the institution's grading policy. Like new ly hired employees,
transferred or promoted employees need to be evaluated to determine
whether discrepancies exist between their actual and expected competen-
cies Any discrepancies can be remedied through staff development pro-
grams For example. when a faculty member becomes an administrator,
the transition requires that he or she barn management and budgeting
skills.

4. Grievances. ,1ny grievance filed against an individual can signal
a need for training and development, either for the person against whom
the grievance was filed (to cemedy deficiencies in the ability to supervise
people or complete job requirements in a satisfactory manner) or for the
person yy ho filed the grievance (to properly inform him of his job respon-
sibilities or to teach him human relations skills).
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Macro Or group naming needs are indicated 1% hen the following
conditions exist (Laird, 1985):

1. Trends in performance appraisals Impro mg an indil.iduars
performance is a micro iieed, the same need in a number of employees
constitutes a trend and, hence, a macro training need. This need could
be addressed with a group training program.

2. Trends in grievances. A number of griesances ith common
themes, or similar complaints filed against many different people, may
constitute a trend and indicate a need for group training.

3. New policies: When a new policy is adopted by an institution,
all employees affected by the policy must be oriented to it.

4. Changes in standards: Occasionally, a change of standards occurs
ae an institution. If this change affects a number of employees, there is
a need for group training. For example, an institution may decide to
change the minimum degree requirement for faculty members from a
bac ilaureate degree to a master's degree. In this case, many faculty mem-
bers 1611 need to continue their education to meet the new standards. A
macro training need for a master's-degree pioaram is el ident.

5. New facilities: When new facilities are opened, an institution
must hire or transfer a number of employees to work in them. Employees'
common training needs constitute macro needs.

6. New programs: Adding a new academic program normally
requires the hiring or transfer of a number of employees. In this case,
both new hires and transfers need to be trained in skills pertaining to the
new area. This type of developmental need will be especially important
at two-year colleges as they continue to add new programs to keep pace
with technology and community needs.

Although each of the two types of needs assessments discussed
heremonitor:ng of personnel functions and interviews questionnaires
can be used separately, the two can also be ased together. Micro training
needs identified by personnel-function monitoring can be validated in
interviews with the supervisors of the potential trainees or with the train-
ees themselves. Macro training needs identified by monitoring can be
pursued through the use of questionnaires given to employees. Infor-
mation gathered from the monitoring function can validate new needs
identified by the questionnaires and interviews (Laird, 1985).

Eau' institution should use the method of needs assessment most
appropriate for it. on the basis of available personnel, time. money. and
information.

Categorizing Needs: A Matrix Model

Although each two-year college will identify different ones, peda-
gogical needs, technical needs, remedial needs, and peisoncil growth
needs are thP four bask types The following s« non offers a des, ription
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of each need category, yyith examples of specific developmental needs
noimally related to each

1. Needs related to the teaching function are pedagogical needs.
Needs related to educational philosophy. curriculum development, teach-
ing methods, and tests and measurement aie the four major types of
pedagogical needs. This category of needs is primarily pertinent to faculty
members, although academic adnitnistrators may also be involved with
this area.

2 Needs related to the specific tasks of a particular job are tech-
nical needs. Included in this category would be the need of faculty to
remain current in their academic disciplines, the need of administrators
to learn long-range planning or budgeting skills, and the need of clerical
staff to learn word processing.

3. A person who lacks the skills required in the position that he
or she currently holds would be considered to have remedial needs. Devel-
opmental programs designed to meet remedial needs attempt to address
deficiencies in skill levels. A new faculty member with no teaching expe-
rience who is hired directly from industry would hale remedial needs in
the area of pedagogy. A faculty member who i.-, promoted to departmental
head may have remedial needs in budgeting or in the technical area.

4. Needs extraneous to the specific responsibilities of the position
but helpful to the individual (and hence to the organization) are personal
growth needs. Common examples are needs in human relations, asser-
tiveness training, and stress management.

A review of the literature reveals an extremely wide variety of
staff development programs. These programs differ according to type of
employee, type of need identified by assessment, and developmental stages
at which employees are found. Figure 1 presents a three-dimensional
matrix to categorize training and development activities, a rectangular
solid whose three axes are employee classification, type of development
need, and change situation. Each of these axes is subdivided to facilitate
the analysis of program types and need satisfaction.

The employee-classification axis is divided into three categories:
academic, nonacademic, and administrative. The academic category
includes all faculty members vv hose major responsibility is classroom
instruction. The nonacademic category includes clerical, maintenance,
and other support personnel. The administrative category includes senior
administrators and professional -level personnel. such as counselors,
admissions officers, 1 blic relations officers, and super% isory personnel.
The second axis reps, cents the type of need that staff development is to
address. The third axis represents the change situation and is divided
into four areas. needs of newly hired employees, needs resulting from
technological changes, needs caused by promotions and transfers, and
needs related to self-initiated actrvitics in each of the foul need categories.
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Stall dcelopment programs aailablc to an institution's personnel
arc governed by the variables that exist in the matrix. Actnities useful for
support staff may not be applicable to faculty. Likewise, instruction in
pedagogy would probably be of no !seneht to clerical or maintenance
personnel. Since the matrix generates forty-eight cells into which training
and development atm ities can be placed, it is obvious that all types of
amities cannot be addressed here. Each type of employee (academic,
nonacademic, or administrame) could concenably be placed in any one
of sixteen cells, and it is crucial that a generic approach to development
not overlook the varied needs of individual personnel.

Academic Needs. Faculty members face the widest range of require-
ments for satisfat tory job pciformanind so it may be appropriate that
resulting staff deelopment needs arc addressed first. lb be a successful
instructor, the fatuity member must not only hal.c knowledge of the
subject matter but also knowledge about how best to present the material.

vJ
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For the newly hired faculty member, skills in pedagogy may be of
primary importance Especially at the two-year leYel, personnel may be
hired directly from business and industry, with little or no teaching expe-
rience (see Figure 2). Even teaching experience is no guarantee that the
person has an understanding of yariations in learning styles, construction
of tests and eYaluation methods, curriculum delelopmentind methods
of instruction. Exposure to educational philosophy, as it applies to a
specific institution, can greatly benefit a new instructor. These basic
pedagogical skill requirements may be part of an ongoing general upgrad-
ing of faculty members, or a remediation of faculty members hired for
their expertise in technical fields. The need for a foundation of pedagogy
is addressed on a very limited basis in the literature, but that is not to say
that it is not important. The old assumption that the ability to instruct
automatically accompanies proficiency in a discipline is ny_reasingly
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questioned by students, adminishatots, and the public. Instruction in the
development of classroom tests, in the waiting of course objectives, and
in the development of logical and equitable evaluation systems, as well
as the ability to use %ailed instructional methods, should foim the basis
of teaching practice

The need for pedagogical expertise may be remedial, or it may
concern the application of pedagogical techniques to new technology in
specific disciplines. The prospect of promotion may stimulate renewed
interest in instructional proficiency. Faculty members may also simply
have genuine self-interest at stake in that goal.

Seleral points about development programs should not be over-
looked. A basic understanding of why a program is being established is
extremely important (Reilly, 1983). It should be determined whether the
program is solely for the improvement of individual facultl, members or
whether it exists for other reasons (for example, evaluation). Wedman
and S rather (1985) state that the development program must be estab-
lished with respect to the change process of the entire institution and
that the program must link current knowledge of faculty members to the
activities that will be pursued.

Administrative Needs. The diversity of types of administrative
employees generates a wide range of professional deve'opment acti ides.
In a survey of chief executive officers (Hammons and Wallace, 1976), 56
percent of the respondents indicated that their administrative personnel
n led more training in short- and long-range planning, and 40 percent
found their personnel deficient in budget-related activities (deelupment,
control, and implernmtation). Another suney (Hammons and Wallace,
1977) showed that two-year college departmental and division chairpersons
answered questions about their training experience in prescrvice, in-ser-
ice, and self-improvement. Their identified needs fell into seen catego-
ries: general knowledge of two-year institutions, managerial skills,
personnel skills, administrative skills, curriculum and instruction, student
personnel services, and miscellaneous other services. Of the respondents,
72 percent said that the ability to motivate faculty members was a high
need, and the same number expressed a high need for training in staff and
faculty evaluation. Skills in budget- related activities were identified as a
serious need by 58 percent of the respondents. Almost 75 percent of instruc-
tional leaders expressed a need for pedagogical training. The matrix clas-
sification that might depict this need is shown in Figure 3.

Nonacademic Needs. Nonacademic developmental needs may also
reflect a range of employee classifications and aspirations. Little has
been writteu about this aspect of staff development, perhaps because
some institutions satisfy the needs of their personnel internally. Figure 4
categorizes the case of a clerical employee who wishes to learn word
processing. This category contains a desirable intei action. the employee's
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Figure 3. Training and Development Matrix: Chairperson Requiring
Pedagogical Skills for Promotion to Dean
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self initiated request for professional cliyelopment. Other situations may
also require skill development of personnel, either fur maintaining posi-
tions or transfering to new ones.

Meeting Staff Development Needs

The matrix helps personnel professionals, and those with whom
coordination of programs is shared, to identify and categorize actiy ities
that will satisfy employees' needs. Transforming categorized needs into
programs that will satisfy institutional and inchyidual requirements is
the next step in the process.

The major benefit of the matrix (or of any other categorization
method) is that it enables program developers to do a better job at the
macro (institutionw ide) level Needs can be met inchyidually, but there
may be duplication of effort.
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Figure 4. Training and Development Matrix: Self-Initiated Request by
Clerical Person to Learn Word Processing
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Through a coordinated effort and use of the matrix, common
micro (individual) needs can be identified as macro needs, and more cost
effective means to satisfy those needs can be planned. If only one faculty
member is interested in a computer-aided instruction course not offered
at his institution, then the institution will probably send him elsewhere;
but if many faculty members are interested, it will h.- mnte cost effective
to hire someone to come to the institution and teach the entire group.

Finally, identification of resources is important for determining if
or when a program should be offered. Will the program be offered inter-
nally? Is there a nearby institution that offers the program? These types
of questions should be asked before any program begins.

After needs and resources have been identified, the next step is to
merge those two known quantities into a program that satisfies needs
and effectively uses available resources. Decisions at this point are not
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easy, for priorities may need to be set. Needs in one at ea may be sacrificed
for needs in another perceived to be more important. When fiscal support
is not specifically allocated to indiv idual employees or departments, it
may be prudent to develop guidelines for distribution of funds w- ) have
senior administrators make final determinations of support

A representative group may determine the range oi staff develop-
ment activities, but there should be one centralized coordinator to ensure
that resources are not wasted and that activities do not overlap unneces-
sarily. One person cannot be an expert on professional clt velopment for
all employees, but one person can use input from all levels to coordinate
the general operation

The personnel office needs the help and cooperation of all
employees, By integrating faculty and staff development with institu-
tional development. the staff development v..ourvin, iGr will be abk to
identify the need for change, simplify the change-making tasks, and start
helping people cope with change (Potiondio and Watiticii, 1981).

Types of Development Programs. With the matrix as a tool, the
personnel professional, in cooperation with others helping to devel
programs, can use the resources at hand to present whatever ma, .de

desired. Development programs take a variety of forms. Participants may
view them as support structures for development or as actual program
content. According to Fortunato and Waddell (1981), development pro-
grams include tuition reimbursement for all employees, paid leaves and
reimbursement of expenses to: professional meetings, sabbatical leaves,
formal apprenticeships, skills training, and a variety of in-house pro-
grams (for example, instruction in public relations, supervision, griev-
ance procedures, and communications skills)

For faculty members in particular, Sdiwartz (1983) recommends
journal reading, attendance at workshops or seminars, team teaching in
related disciplines, new skii:s applications. mentoring, experience in the
private sector, in-service programs, leaves of absence, and other forms of
develop-ten t

Ferrel) and Geller (1983) r,viewcd a colleague-assistance model to
develop better classroom teaching experience. Elmore 0984) has sug-
gested a development prceess in which fact-It} retrain themselves in
related fields by auditing courses, participating in team teaching, and
developing curricula for new or ,-aliusted courses Allen (1986) says atten-
dance at national conferences is crucial to the development of discipline-
based knowledge and skills for faculty members. A faculty development
model quite applicable to comr,runity and technical colleges is the part-
nership program between a college and business or industry, as described
by Alfred and Nash (1983) and Hill (1985).

Professional development in the admini ,native category generally
consists of seminars and workshops on topics of special interest. Graduate

)
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coursework, pursuit of advanced degrees, postdoctoial work, and other
activities leading to the acquisition of graduate ciedits are also corn-
mon. In addition, visits to other campuses and retreats with colleagues
in similar administrative areas can be advantageous

Nonacademic staff development may include one-day of half-day
workshops on time or stress managmen, courses taken for degree credit,
certification, or membership in iecognized rrofessional associations. The
variety of position classifications in this category generates an extremely
diversified list of development activities. The role of the personnel offi-
cer here is to help supervisors and employees obta;n opportunities for

development.
Evaluating Staff Development Programs. Like any other program,

a professional development program needs to be evaluated. Evaluation
tells peisonnel officeis and otliet involved pal ties about the effects po-
groms are having on participants. This information is then used for the
following purposcs (Swicrczek and Corm' had!, :985; 1983):

To decide about repeating programs in the future
To identify opportunities and actions for improving programs
To sell programs to other employees or to management
To help personnel officers manage staff development.

Although the results of evaluations a,-e used for many worthwhile
and important purposes, very few colleges conduct systematic evaluations
of their professional development programs (Hammons, 1983). Many
colleges substitute attendance figures for evaluation statistics Although
good attendance figures may indicate congruence between needs of indi-
viduals and program offerings, they do not validate claims that the pro-
grams themselves are beneficial.

Evaluations of professional development piograms rarely go
beyond collecting on-the-spot reactions from participants (Hammons,
1983). Such information is useful, but it indicates nothing about what
individuals have 'edified or how much of it they are able to incorporate
into their daily work.

Evaluations of professional development pograms are conducted
on four levels. reactions, learning, behavior, and contributions to institti-
toval goals (Su ierciek and Carmichael, 1985, O'Banion, 1982). Each level
measures a more complex issue and becomes harder to evaluate Personnel
profess' aals should make every attempt to complete evaluations of every
professional development program, however difficult the task.

Evaluating the contributions of pogroms to institutional g,,als
is the most difficult of the four levels. Be t. -rase institutional goals are
usually broad. longitudinal studies art needed to determine long-range
changes. According to Su ierczek and Carmichael (1985), the failure to
conduct longitudinal studies is a real weakness of evaluations of staff
development.
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In determining which evaluation method to use for particular
piogi am, a staff developer needs to consider piogiam put poses, the cost
of the evaluation method, the desired results, and the put pose for which
the evaluation will be used. The trade-off between costs (human and
financ ial) and benefits needs to be considered, and an appropriate method
must be used. Whatever system an institution employs in its pursuit of
training and development, there are some basic criteria that should
inform the effort. Securing institutional support is an essential step.
Without the support of the institution, a staff developer or personnel
officer can expect only limited success. Analysis of individual and group
needs must also be addressed The categorization of needs should be
another part of the process. The matrix presented in this chapter offers
one way to do this. Such a mechanism t an organize the process and be a
cost-saving tool.

The development of activities for professional improvement should
be a cooperative ettort, with input from employees, immediate super isors,
personnel professionals, and others who have needs in common. Such
activities will be viewed more positively if the institution supports then .

Tuition reimbursement, fee waivers, and released time are morale boosters
for pat ticipants and positive reinforcements for development programs.

Whatever type of program is chosen, a means of evaluation should
be incorporated. The evaluation should be conducted both by partici-
pants and by program developers. In addition, an extended evaluation
should be included to determine whether the objectives of the program
have been incorporated into the institution's operation. This step entails
review of the results of the program's objectives, after enough time has
gone by for the institution to have used them.

Staff development is becoming a high-priority issue in two-year
colleges. Improving organizational and individual iwrfoimanc e to meet
institutional goals is an achievable aim and should be attempted at every
institution of higher education
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This chapter explores the need to formalize personnel policies
for transfer, promotion, and termination of employees.

Clila,nges 771

Employment Placement

Katherine D. Ka linos

The rapid growth of two-year colleges in the past twenty years creates an
impression of educational entrepreneurs with fast grossing businesses.
These "entrepreneurs" haye generally produced their "products" by
employing small groups of workers with whom they hale camaraderie.
Such "businesses" could probably operate successfully 1%. ith informal per-
sonnel policies (Kolton, 1981) With the maturation of two-year colleges,
however, there has wiser' a need to formalize personnel procedures for
transfer, promotion, and termination.

These changes may be due to higher credentials, professional
growth, or, conversely, to lack of skills to perform jobs that now demand
more education or expertise. Many indiYiduals concerned with career
planning and development expect organizations to define the paths that
will lead to goals "Career management programs help the organization
to use its people to full potential and help indniduals achieve their
capacities to the fullest" (Mescon, Albert, and Khedouri, 1981, p. 600).
Personnel are encouraged to participate in career planning by taking
adYantage of opportunities to transfer to new positions that may lead to
more responsibility and, later, to promotion. Employee may fire workers
because of poor performance or retrenchment, employees may wish to
quit for a variety of reasons.

It I Millet !(1 t %% f lnli.rpkl II rib isiws w U,IPl Aland/cement
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Changes in transfer, promotion, and termination polo les are due
to the dynamic forces at work whenever people are inyolyed. Piomotion
and transfer are often positke, termination is a more traumatic experi-
ence, although in some instances it may lead an employee to career paths
that are more in accord with his or her own career goals. Personnel
directors become inyolyed in formulating policies that regulate each of
these events, so that the process will be y iewed as a positne occurrence
both by employees and by institutions.

Transfer

The transfer of an employee in business and industry often means
that the employee is sent to another plant or office, to perform either a
similar task or a related task that. may my oh e more responsibility (Fields
and Shaw, 1985). Lateral transfers also occur when indiy id-uals hay e skills
or knowiedge that are transferable to seyerai areas of an office or plant.

Academic transfers are somewhat difficult to accomplish: The
skills and knowledge needed to teach chemistry are different from those
needed in engineering or in the humanities. Transfers may occur when
disciplines are related. A core course in chemistry or biology can be
taught by a faculty member who has either a medical or an agricultural
background.

It is more reasonable to discuss transfers among nonacademic sup-
port personnel, because many support positions require skills that can be
taught on the job. More job challenges and higher salaries are reasons
nonacademic support staff gi'e for applying for transfers. Other reasons
include dislike of present working conditions, incompatibility with super-
visors, and dislike of current jobs (Wheeless and others, 1982).

Administrative and professional staff are often highly educated
individuals whose credentials are earned in specific areas of expertise. As
a result, a position may be expanded to include more duties or responsi-
bilities, according to the ,,bilities of the incumbent An indk idual may
possess credentials that are transferable from one administiatiye post to
another.

Transfers may be initiated by the employer. The employer may
choose to rotate individuals through a Variety of offices or jobs in a
single department. Through this procedure, employees should become
more flexible, versatile, and know ledgeable about various services offered
to students.

to facilitate transfers, the organitation needs to dcy clop a transfer
policy. Such a policy might establish the length of sen ice an employee
must have completed, define pertinent qualifications, and establish a
formal re\ iew procedure. The procedure might include rc- iew ing the
applicant's work record, determining whether someone else has filed an

u
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earlier iequest for transfer to the same area, and determining s huller the
employee has the minimum qualifications for the position.

Once an employee has been giten a transfer, the personnel officer
should expect some dysfunction. The employee needs time to adjust to
the new environment and detelop nett skills. Just as orientation exists
for new employees, a training program may hate to be deteloped for
transfers (Fields and Shaw, 1985). The transfer policy should state the
procedures that will help acclimate transferees to their nett positions.

Promotion

There are three types of promotion in the academic area. Faculty
mat adtance in academic rank, be 0-ranted tenure or multiple-year
contracts (Karol and Ginsburg, 1980, p. 149), or be promoted to posi-
tions with increased responsibilities (such as departmental chairs or
directorships).

Criteria goterning adtancement in rank, tenure, and multiple-
year contracts may specify length of sert ice at the institution, educational
credentials, and length of sert ice in a particular rank. Tenure may be
awarded whei an inditidual is promoted to a particular rani:, such as
associate professor or p.ofessor. Faculty often determine these policies
through their faculty professional organizations. Tenure policies define
where someone will be permanently employed. A College and Unitersity
Personnel Association study (1980) listed the college department, the cam-
pus as a whole, a school or a college within a unitersity, a branch cam-
pus, and other institutions within a system as likely places (p. 113).

Promotion to a departmental chair may be ccompIished in seteral
ways. The departmental faculty may tote for one of their peers or a
search may be conducted. A search committee is selected on the basis of
established policies, which may be deteloped by faculty, the chief aca-
demic officer, and the personnel officer working together. The latter can
gite adt ice on such institutional policis as affirmatite action and the
steps that should be taken to implement the policy during the search
(Kaluzynski, 1982). The search committee may include faculty from other
departments, in addition to members of the department in question. It is
also not unusual to include student representatitts (Waggerman, 1983,
p. 2 -1). This committee ret lett s the job description. sets the parameters of
the intertiett, inteit icws applicants, and makes a recommendation to the
chief academic officer.

Nonacademic suppoi. personnel appc * to be promoted on the
same basis as personnel in busines, and industry They arc considered for
promotion by supervisors, who ma-:, make recommendations to the
administrators to %shorn they report. Personnel oficers in this area may
be more imolted than in the academic or administratite, professional
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area. On the basis of the position in question, admmistratie profes-
sional personnel may be promoted the w a) nonacademic support staff
are, or a search committee Iry ) be formed.

Promotion contributes to employee morale, while denial of pro-
motion opportunities ma) cause employees to look fur other employment
or consider joining unions. One difficult policy decision is whether a
well-qualified internal candidate should be selected ocr an external can-
didate who may he best qualified for the job" (Bouchard, 1980, p. 17).

A promotion policy should specify qualifications and processes
for all positions, since legal questions may arise when the position is
being filled, or even later. One source of lawsuits is denial of tenure,
a decision that is challenged on the basis of due process. In Chang s.
Regents of the ('nwersit t4: CnIzinrinn r'Reient Detelopments in the
Law ... , 1983), an anthropology professor claimed he had been denied
dui process because a hearing had not been held when he was denied
tenure. The court found for the unkersic), UttclUJC a fut mai ttilatt ayaictu
had been adopted and complied with.

Termination

According to Coulson (1981), the basic reasons for discharge that
apply to all employees arc unsatisfactory attendance punctuality, unsat-
isfactory performance, lak of qualifications, changed requirements of
the position, and misconduct (p. 120).

Man) organizations have progressi)e disciplinary procedures,
which include intenention strategies to sane employees. In such situa-
tions, the organiiation seems to act from the belief that an employee's
failure is management's failure. As Kings lc) (1981) indicates. "To note
an employee's failure to per form adequate!) in a job and then initiate
termination procedures immediate!) is a crass and undignified way for
any corporation to behawesp« fall) une «m«rned with its image of
compassion and humanity" (p. 721. The employee is counseled on his or
her unacceptable behaeion If this intmention faih, the procedure Is
escalated. A written reprimand precedes a final warning, with a proba-
tionary period. ultimate!), theuplo)ce is d!smissed (Coulson, 1981.
p. 122).

For academics. termination ma) be somewhat more imoked. Fac-
ulty 1r-embers nno be te,minaucl if they an nut granted u mire within a
specified period. Contracts or untenured facult) may not be renewed,
and no hearing or statement of reasons for the .1( non will be offered
(Hendrickson and Lee. 1983, p 15). Tenured facult) may 1w immune to
tenninatio9 unless the policy stipulates that they may be u 'urinated for
cause or financial considerations, or because the academic program is
being discontinued.
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A study in' oh ing two-year colleges (College and Unit ersity Per-
sonnel Association, 1980) listed the most commonly reported reasons for
termination of tenured faculty. in«unpett nee, financial considerations,
moral turpitude, discontinuance of programs, neglect of established obli-
gations, and falsified credentials (p. 129). Also, an inditidual may not
suit the style or the philosophy of a particular institution, performance
can be affected by the em ironment Personnel officers should be prepared
to offer guidance to supervisors and employees.

Declining enrollments and reductions in subsidies hate increased
the possibility of staff reductions Faculty and administrante profes-
sional and nonacademic staff are affected by declining institutional
income. Retrenchment policies should be deteloped and ready for imple-
mentation before the need arises (Karol and Ginsburg, 1980, p. 224
Faculty and staff handbooks should state termination policies and out-
line their implementation.

juzi CU U...1r. cinploytt way lut it_ I Lunictid foi just. cau.,c, which
ma: mean incompetence, neglect of duty, and other reasons. Valente
(1985) calls these reasons amorphous standards, which defy definition by
legislatures and courts (p. -129). The application of such standards
depends on the circumstances of each case.

Courts usually will not insole themselt es with determining stan-
dards established for termination, but they w ill so utinire the application
of the procedures (Kaphn, 1978, p. 129). If the procedures are biased,
courts will find for the plaintiffs. Courts will inquire into the fairness of
the procedures and determine whether the institution has applied then
equitably (Hendrickson and Lee, 1983, p. 17).

First Amendment. Termination can be challenged on the basis of
the First Amendment. Coulson (1981, p. 173) ( ites the case of two Postal
Sett ice employees tv ho were fired because they disregarded a super isor's
direct order not to wear «yam T-shirts. whuh bore sayings that had led
to siolence in the workplace. Th( court 'tiled that their lights under the
First Amendment had been abiidged and unfelt(' that both b( reinstated.
Postsc«mdai y institutions must be«mu molt aware that indit 'duals
besides faculty can bring legal a( don on the basis of the First
Amendment

Academic Freedom. This concept's not easily defined Many cases
intuit e rulings based on the First and Fouiteenth Anundments. As the
ant ities of faculty numbers bt «mu more related to their jobs, adminis-
trators seem to hate more authority ()ter sue h a( treaties. The courts have
not pros ided firm guidelines fin adminisuators. how( cr. Institution
should det elop guidelines foi a( Amin freedom. In fact. Koplin (1978)
states that it is "crucial" [or institutions to "hate internal systems
protecting acadunic freedom in a( ordanc w ith institutional policy'.
(p. 157). Administrators Lice a challenge when dealing with faculty
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menthe's who have engaged ac hNities that aie protected b) academic
freedom but hate also engaged in attit flies that are not protected. Deci-
sions to terminate such individuals ma) well be o ci turned b) the counts.

The Changing Game

Who owns a job? An e' of Mg opinion seems to be that the person
who holds the job has a piopei t) tight to it. Opinions Nal) on the Att-
u) of this claim, but, just as other radical ideas hate been accepted as the
norm, this one ma) also be recognised.

The Supreme Court, on the basis of the Fourteenth Amendment,
has ruled that facult) members hate a light to due process when person-
nel decisions depme them of "plopert) interest" (Kaplin, 1978, p. 135).
iC 1C h: thtfn t___ chng thclrempio,cs tcijObS, .. a
hiring policies. It N% ould be Net-) difficult, foi example, to terminate an
unproductive %cot kei (Coulson. 1981, p. 203).

Outplacement Policy

Outplacement has been used in business and industr) for some
time. Through outplacement programs, procisions are made for termi-
nated employees to acquire the skills needed to %%lite resumes, to succeed
in hum iew sind to keep then egos intact. Losing a job is a stressful
experience, and not onl) for the terminated indRidual. He oi she suffers
ps)chological trauma, but the terminating emplo)er is also under stress,
and morale througli_xit the company is affected.

Outplacement counselors can assist institutions in preparing pierce-
duies for dismissing staff. The dismissed person should be informed of
the decision b) his oi her super ism and given an oppoitunit) to raise
questions about the dismissal The outplacement and counseling seiN ice
should be described, and the super ism should introduce the person to
the outplacement counseloi.

Outplacement benefits the institutions because it Ina\ help to
'educe lawsuits, the remaining emplo)(us ma) pent 1% the institution as
caring (whi(h ma) pieseisv tin improe moiale), and the communit)
ma) also perceicc the institution as (ming, thus. the age's image ma)
he enhanced. 'loess is Isc, 'educed, boll. for the manage' who does the
terminating and fin the 111(11% Idlla %% ho is tc unmated (Abt ell, 1981. p. 29).

The Exit Interview

L. it inteiviews are as important as hiring inteic:cws (Dvorak.
1(183). 1 ondtu exit Intel% RA% gnus insight into the deeper rea-
sons for in emplo) CC'S leacing, The Mier% ie 1, should b( «mducted b) a
personnel calm who is liaincd in the piomluie (Bow ha.d, 1980. p. 19).

t)
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It tnay reYeal information about pioblems that may nut have been noticed
in the normal course of events

A questionnaire should be developed to elicit the indiy idual's rea-
son for lea% ing and to gie the individual an opportunity to eyaluate
salary, fringe benefits, and Yk °rising conditions. The questionnaire should
be filled out before the inter% ieyv. The entire process should be man-
datory. Once the person leases, it becomes more difficult to conduct
an interview, and if the questionnaire is sent to the person's home, it
becomes more difficult to obtain a response An exit interyieu indicates
that the administration values hors employees feel dl Jut the institution.
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State and federal laws have complicated the personnel function
at Iwo-year colleges. Personnel professionals must keep abreast
of developing issues, such as AIDS and drug testing, that may
have impacts on the community college in the future.

Legal Aspects of
721,24/. t-,...vv, ,v, 4.2 7 it /1",-, ,v) zy crr,,vv-, ',iv) iI. C. I 1.)111 GI GULI .L.VJLEArl GCA/St. I I GU I Gt/

in Higher Education

Michael G. Kaiser, Dwight Greer

This chapter deals specifically with legal aspects of personnel adminis-
tration in higher education. The first part addresses such general issues
as labor relations, promotion of minorities, retrenchment, sexual harass-
ment, liability insurance, and the impact of AIDS on the personnel func-
tion. The second part addresses affirmative action and equal employment
opportunity.

State and federal laws have forced higher education over the last
three decades to confront the same employment issues that have faced
business and industry. These regulations include the Civil Rights Act of
1964, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, the Fair Labor
Standards Act as amended in 1964, the Equal Pay Act-Title IX of the
Education Amendments of 1972, the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment
Act of 1974, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and others. All have left their
marks on personnel practices, and personnel professionals in two-year
colleges may face additional concerns in coming years.

Labor Relations

Business and industry have faced problems in labor relations for
much of this century. For thc most part. higher education has escaped

R I Miller and I W Doi/Aided, Jr (ids ) /Me; In Personnel Management
New Directions for Community Colleges, no 62 San Francisco Jossey-Bass, Sumnir 1988
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these problems. The academic world is just now beginning to experience
them, especially with nonacademic personnel. More and more colleges
and universities are facing the organization and eventual unionization of
employees in nonacademic areas. There are two reasons for this trend.

First, employees in higher education are beginning to need a
greater voice regarding wages and benefit, pension fund investments,
personal lease, and handling of grievances. In recent years, many state
legislatures have been bombarded by public employees' requests for the
right to organize. Most such early requests came from public school
teachers, but recent ones have come from employees in higher education.

Second, large labor unions, which traditionally have represented
blue-collar workers, find their memberships declining because of in-
creased unemployment, shutdowns, and the unions' own inability to
protect their members when labor concessions have been demanded as
the price of an indusll y's survival. To reb-uild thcir ranks, these union.
have been forced to look elsewhere. White-collar workers, especially pub-
lic employees in government and the academic world, have been logical

-choices to be new atealbeis.
Collective bargaining has gained prominence in recent years, and

it is important for personnel professionals t..-) be aware of the laws that
regulate it. Private postsecondary education is now governed by the
National Labor Relations Act of 1935 (the Wagner Act) as amended by
the Labor-Management Relations Act of 1947 (the Taft-Hartley Act) and
the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) decisions of 1970 and 1971.
Public postsecondary education is not covered by the NLRB but is under
state jurisdiction and authority. Regulations on collective bargaining by
public employees vary from state to state. Over half the states now have
laws that cover public employees' collective bargaining.

Once a group of employees decides that it wants to bargain
collectively, its elected representatives must ask the institution to recog-
nize those employees as a bargaining unit. At this point, the personnel
professional must be extremely careful not to make a decision that will
jeopardize the institution. A private institution can voluntarily recog-
nize the representatives and begin negotiating, or it can withhold rec-
ognition and insist that the representatives seek a recognition petition
from the NLRB for a certification election. Public institutions that
have authority to bargain under state law usually have the same two
choices, although the election phase is handled by a state board of labor
relations.

An institution that chooses the first alternative should be aware
that it may be in violation of the Taft-Hartley Act if it recognizes a
"minority union," that is, a union that represents less than 50 percent of
the group in the bargaining unit. It also may be in violation of the Taft-
Hartley Act if another union makes a claim of support from the same
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glint!). Kap lin (1985) suggests that the second choice is the more prudent.
Let the union !move its so 'pent by a ceitification election

At this stage, the pirate institution should take special pains both
t ) atoid the appearance of interfering with 01 restraining the organiza
t:onal process and to at oid the appearanu of favoring one union ones
another The ,wins basic procedures apply to public institutions.

Once colleen\ e bargaining begins, institutions should consider
letting trained specialists handle most of the negotiations. Lawyers and
professional negotiators should work with administrators and person-
nel staffs to elf) them learn aegotiation techniques and their legal
ramifications.

Personnel professionals must quick]} 'earn the skills their counter-
parts in industry heete been using for man} }ears. Union negotiators are
generally Se.y experienced in labor negotiations, and the introduction of
i'mons and collecnte bargaining into higher education means that per-
sonnel departments will lose some of the power the} hate enjoyed in the
past Snet ances, formed} handled on a case-b}-case basis, will now have
to follow prescribed, negotiated procedures. Much of the paternalism
el set has existed in higher education may aisappear.

The two-}ear institution is specially prone to unionization.
Man} of its academic and nonacademic personnel base conic to higher
education horn industry and business, especially at technical colleges.
These personnel nia} hate experience in colleen\ e bargaining and
unionization

Promotion of Women

Equal oppot tuna} laws has e brought man} minoi it} indit iduals
into employment in higher educ coon -.1\to groups, women and blacks,
has found thcmsch ,mplo}ed but, in many cases, unable to ads anc,.
Court cases alleging erirdiot nal) disc r iminatioi, has e gained attention,
with the mew it} alleging sexual and mewl bias in promotion. Higher
education already has had its share of these cases.

The courts tended to as old higher education right atm the passage
of the Cis d Rights t of 1951. This hands-off attitude sec mud to place
greater N al tit On the salient\ 0f the procedures colleges and uniteisines
used in ernplo} mem anu piomotion decisions than On ?tweeting the
rights of minority employees. During the past [Ise }cars. the Supnn
Court has IC\ CI St'd titi, hands-off poliet and let lett ed SCN CI al disci nina-
non cases. The fast such case N`. as Sweeney N. Board of Trustees of Keene
State College (Koplin, 1985). In this case, SNccu) alleged discrimination
in promotion on the heels of ,ex. The S. Acme Court found that Sweetie}
had indeed been a sictii of sex dry 'initiation and ordered Keene State
College to piomot het and .want her ')ac p. y. This decision also
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opened the lower courts to discrimination cases. In 1972, the House
Committee on Education and Labor !evoked the exemption of higher
education from accountability to antidiscrimination laws.

Sandlers (1981) suggests several ways to deal with sex discrimina-
tion, which seem ploinising for personnel professionals. First, programs
should be developed to help women cope more effecinely with sex
discrimination. Such programs may encompass the use of internships,
support groups, mentors, assertiveness training, and opportunities for
training in administration. Second, institutions should es'u'ulish proce-
dures for resolving grievances. Such procedures would prevent many
cases from proceeding to the courts, saving both the institution and the
plaintiff much time and expense. Third, policies, procedures, and prac-
tices should 12)° reviewed to make sure that they do not inadvertently
discriminate against women. These may not seem to be earth-shaking
suggestions, perhaps, but simple solutions may be best.

One thing is certain: The personnel department will be relied on
more and more to ensure ece,a1 opportunity for promotion. Personnel
professionals will assume increased responsibility for accurate record
keeping and performance eialuation to help administrators determine
promotions.

Retrenchment

The recent trend in higher education is toward retrenchment. Ter-
minations on a "last hired, first fired" basis in higher education may
affect minorities and women more than any othei groups. "If this prac-
tice becomes widespread in higher education when personnel reductions
are required, then minorities and women could be affec ted to a propor-
tionally greater extent" (Miller, 1986).

Sexual Harassment

A recent development in employment law is ill th area of sexual
harassment. Whenoer an employee claims sexual harassment at the
workplace, Title '1' of the Equal Employment Opportunity Act may
tt! enforced Personnel pro[ssionals should be especially sensitive chid
seriously attent:ve to claims of sexual harassment. Kaplin (1985) suggests
that pieventie planning is the key t iiccessft.l management of these
issues. Ile also suggests Oisututions inoh,c the academic comu-
nity in developing spec fc written policies and information on what will
he considered as sexual harassmcn "Institutions should .. . establish
processes for leceiir,_, mYestigatng, and re,,oh mg complaints and for
preserving the prutacy of the «nnplamants and charged parties to the
maximum practi.al extent
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Liability Insurance

insurance companies have recently passed on dramatic increases
in premium costs to public and private institutions. Many cities, govern-
ment agencies, and institutions have found themselves unable to in t

these increased costs. The Insurance Information Institute (Shoop, 1986)
reported that commercial liability premiums rose b} 72 percent between
1984 and 1985.

There appear to be several reasons for the increase in premium
costs, according to Shoop. "During the 1960s, judges began to shift away
from the iule that only defendants who acted negligently could be held
liable, to the concept that anyone with 'deep pockets'usually a busi-
ness or public agency should pay whenever anyone suffered. Courts
expanded the limits of causation so that anyone with even a remote role
could be held liable for the full amount of damage. Courts also expanded
the rules for compensation beyond identifiable harm to include such
consequences as 'pain and suffering.'"

Lawyers are another group that mus: be held partly responsible for
increased insurance costs. The use of contingency feesthat is, the practice
of not charging a client unless the case is won, and then charging a large
percentage of the awardhas driver up the costs of liti,ation and awards,
according to some critics of the practice. Shoop contends that another
reason premiums have increased is that insurance companies in the past
reduced premiums to remain competitive, the ratio of losses to earned pre-
miums has shifted, causing man} companies to suffer extensive losses.

One area of immediate concern to personnel professionals is the
loss of liability coverage for civil rights. This type of coverage protects
the agents of an institution should they be sued over violations of civil
rights. Recent court decisions have lifted the blanket protection of insti-
tutional liability coverages and have allowed suits by individuals against
their institutional employers. In many states, constitutional provisions
have made public colleges and universities immune to suits. According
to recent decisions, this does not mean that individuals employed by and
ar ting for the institution are immune to lawsuits. Although the original
court decisions dealt with trustees and administrators, more recent deci-
,;ons have reached all levels of institutional employment. This places the
personnel professional in jeopardy, since he or she is often the first target
of a lawsuit. If the trend of using the courts to settle questions of en it
lights violations continues, institutions may find themselx,, involved in
expensive litigation that could drain their capital.

Obviously, insurance and tort laws need to be reformed. Shoop
(1986) cant( nets that an} refoi ins IA ill have to come in the form of legis-
lation at the state level. Since the insurance industry and lawyers have a
significant interest in the design of any reforms, legislation may not

r
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benefit consumers as much as it should. Shoup feels that educators should
take action, rather than wait and react to the decisions of others.

Shoop makes several suggestions First, exploie the achantages
and disachantages of getting together with a group of organizations to
form an intergovernmental pool to finance risks. Sec,,nd, develop risk-
management programs that reduce the risk of personal injury to partici-
pants. Third, educate the institution's insurance compau about opera-
tions, loss exposure, and financial management. Fourth, consider the use
of an agreement to participatethat is, an agreement that would give
some el. idence for the assumption of risk as a defense. Fifth, support and
encourage efforts to establish "good faith" immunity for educators; this
would protect an individual from liability if acts were performed in good
faith and carried out in a reasonable and prudent manner. Sixth, set
limits to the amount at risk in a suit. Selnth, restore the legal defense,
undei the strict-liability rule, that reduces liability if reasonable warning
of (;angei has been gi'en. Finally, support efforts to develop alternati'.e
methods for resole in, disputes with the help of bar associations, legisla-
tures, and jurists

Health Issues

The impact of AIDS is being felt all over America. Almost daily,
the news media report new findings on the syndrome and new ethical
questions that it poses. Personnel professionals an just beginning to «Al-
fiont AIDS as an employ mer t issue 1-he National Education Association
(NEA) published a set of gurielines in 1985 for use in school districts,
colleges, ind unhersitics. The guidelines address such issues as whether
students or school employees w'co have or could transmit AIDS should be
permitted to remain in schools. wheth(r a school t mployer should be able
to requite a student or a school employee to be tested for AIDS irus anti-
bodies. whether a school employe( should he requned to teach or proide
personal contact stry Cs to an infected student. and v. beau.' information
ai,.)ut the «mditicn of an infected student or school employee should be
mad( available to others. (The SEA used the re«numcndations of the
federal Centers fur Disease Control in developing these guidelines.)

Tlw NEA guidelines do not specifically advocate the categorical
admission or cm lusion of students vvho hal,. AIDS. Lithe!, they Nov idc
foi this determination to be made on a case-by-case basis, by a team
«,, ,,ting of publit health personnel, a student's physic Ian and parents,
and appiopriate school personnel.. similai cast-by-case dctermination
cs recommended vvith ngaid w tilt continued employment of school
employees vvho have or could transmit AIDS. The NEA feel, that these
guidelines will also tend to protect the whiny lights of students and
school employees Other organizations, sue h as the American College
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Health Association and the American Council on Education, has e
appoLued comm trees to /onsider the question of AIDS and its impact
on hig)ei education

Another health-related question, just now surfacing in business
and industry and sure to appear on two-}eat campuses, is the tes.ing
of employees for illegal drug use. Ethical question.) regarding the rights
of employees exist here. Personnel professionals should keep abreast of
new information in this area. TL judicial system and legislation may
ultimately set the guidelines.

Overview of Affirmative Action

Affirmative action has been on the national agenda for oser twenty
}ears. The Cnil Rights Act of 1964 engendered major laws affecting all
employers. The following is a comprehensise list (based on Glueck, 1982)
of antidiscrimination laws and ()Idris that affect the personnel funct.3n.

U.S. Constitution, First and Fifth Amendments (prohibit depri-
vation of employment rights without due process of law)
U.S. Constitution, Fourteenth Amendment (prohibits deprisa-
tion of employment rights without due process of law; corers
state and local governments)
Cisil Rights Acts of 1866 and 1870, based on the Thirteenth
A -dment (bar race discrimination in hiring, placement. and
C( .,ration of employment; eoser prisate employers, unions,
and employrent agencies)
Cis ml Righ,s Act of 1871, based on the Fourteenth Amendment
(prohibits priation of equal employment rights under corer
of state law)
National Labor Relations Au (prohibits unfair representation
In unions, or interference with employee rights, on the basis
of race, color. religion, sex, or national origin. corers pmate
employers and unions)
Equal Pay Ac t of 1963 (bars sex-based differrn«.s in pay for
substantially equal work)
Executrye Order 11111 (1961), Title VI. Cis ml Rights Act (pro-
hibits age disc rimmation and discrimination based on ram

or national origin, corers federal contractors and submn-
tide tot, and any employers Ie(emsmug federal financial assistanck,
Title VII, 1961 Cryil Rights Act as amended in 1972 by the
Equal Employment Act (prohibits dis riminanon or segi ega-
nod based on rat e. color, red !gun,. sex, cr national origin;
cotters pm ate employers with fifteen or mo-e employees, guY-
ernments at all ]well, unions and apprenticeship committees,
and employment agencies)
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Executite Orders 11246 and 11375 of 1965 (prohibit discrim-
ination based on race, color, ieligion, sex, or national origin,
require affirmative action, cove' federal contractors and
subcontractors)
Age Discrimination in Employment A« of 1967 (prohibits age
discrimination against people between the ages of forty and
seventy )

Title I, 1968 Citil Rights Act (prohibits 'merle' ence with a
person's rights on the basis of race, religion, color, sex, or
national origin)
Executite Order 11178 of 1969 (prohibits discrimination based
on race, color, religion, s-x, national origin, political affilia-
tion, marital status, or physical handicap)
Retenue-Sharing Act of 1972 (bars discrimination based on
race, color, sex, or national origin; corers state and local got-
ernments receiving revenue-sharing funds)
Education Amendment of 1972 (bars sex discrimination; corers
all educational institutions receiving federal funds)
Rehabilitation Act of 1973Executite Order 11914 of 1974 (bars
discrimination against physically or mentally handicapped,
requires affirmatite action; corers the federal gosernment and
federal contractors)
Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Act of 1974 (bars discrimi-
nation against disabled veterans and Vietnam veterans; requires
affirmative action)
Age Discrimination Act of 1975 (deals with age discrimination).

These laws and orders have increased the need for affirmative
action. The rulings handed down by the courts in affirmative ac tion
cases, hate focused, as Pottinger (1972) states, on "%stream an institution
of higher learning has failed to recruit, employ., and promote women and
minor ties .ommensurate sti nth their at adabdity, e'en if failure c annot be
traced to specific acts of discrimination on the part of an institution"
(p 12). Exec mit e Order 11216 and its amendments prohibit employment
discrimination by federal contractors and sub«mtiactors, many, if not
all, two-year colleges mei% e some federal assistance

Overview of Equal Employment Opportunity

Equal employment opportunity (i.-.1:0) is by far the most signif-
icant and troublesome policy that may confront a personnel specialist.
EEO poll( y can hat e far -rear ling effects on institutions of higher learn-
ing. from promomm and tenure to r« liniment and luring, EEO all« is
just about etery personnel dc.c isum. Glue( k (1982) points out -many
employers and unions ]nu( lain the they must play in a( hies mg
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equal employ ment opportunity. Equal opportutiin in employment is a
widely accepted policy. While the degree of commitment ma} tary, there
is acceptance that EEO is a permanent requirement" (p. 201).

Four major factors hate brought EEO to the front lines of person-
nel management changes in social tattles concerning equality and jus-
tice, persistent gaps in economic status among carious groups, passage
of en it and human rights legislation, and interpretations of such laws by
government and the courts (Glueck, 1982).

An EEO program should define its own goals and objectites as
the relate to the personnel function. Therefore, EEO programs should
be designed to ensue that discrimination does not take place. EEO policy
also states that an employer mat take remedial action to correct a history
of discrimination.

EEO is not only enforced by antidiscrimination laws; federal agen-
cies also hate been green the power and authority to etaluate EEO policy.
For example, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is the
lead agency, with total responsibility for administering all federal laws
that require employers not to discriminate on the basis of race, color,
religion, sex, national origin, and age. This agency has jurisdiction °ter
the Equai Pa} Act of 1963, Title VII of the 1964 CI% il Rights Act, and the
Age Discrimination Act of 1967. The Office of Federal Contract Com-
pliance Programs is responsible for administering all federal regulations
that deal with affirmatite action. It has jurisdiction ()ter Executite Order
11246, Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and Section 402 of
the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Act of 1974 (Shaeffer, 1980).

Affirmative Action Examined

.kffirmatit e action goes beyond stopping discrimination in employ -

ment. Affirmatki action, as defined b} Glueck (1982), entails whatever
employers do to ensure- that current decisions and practices enhance the
emplo}ment, upgrading, and retention of members of protected groups.
Affirmatke action is legally required under Executni Order 11246. It
ma} also be imposed b} the counts. In man} ways, affirmatne action is
the program that ensure, EEO (Glueck, 1982).

Affirmati.e acti,,n must be taken seriously, for an employer now
makes tl commitment to c nsur«quality and justice for .:11 employees
and for those '%ho will be i suited. Ger} (1977) states 'fiat there are
organiiational. managerial, and intaposonal barriers "Eo

ensure affirm tune action as weli as EEO. the ft fi-,e2r «dirge must pro
du« a comprchenskt !Aar: for affiratke a( non. Such a plan U111 help
the pcsound specialist comply with the law, becausc a IA, ell-di %clop( d
plan can minimue the threat of lawsuits.

EEO and affirmaute ac non remain hot issues today. The personnel
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specialist on the tuo-)ear college campus must aluats be ass are of the
laws, decisions, and political climate surrounding their implementation.

The 1960s brought equal opportunity, the 1970s brought affn ma-
tite action; now, in the late 1980s, the Reagan administration is taking
giant steps to reevaluate EEO and affirmative action.

Programs for affirmative action programs in tuo-)eal colleges,
despite some modest success, hate not groun as much as the) hate
in industry. In some cases, institutions uithout personnel offices hate
handed such programs oter to uncommitted administrators or faculty.
Another reason for the lack of commitment on man) tuo-)ear college
campuses is their rural setting. While large urban tuo-)ear schools shou
strong t.Jrnmitment, rural schools often seem to adhere philosophical')
to EEO and affirmatite action, uhile doing eery little to recruit qualified
minorities and %%omen. This lack of commitment has been sometimes
blatant, sometimes subtle. Whateter its source. its results can great')
affect two-year colleges.
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The next several years will bring challenges and opportunities
for personnel directors to survey emerging trends and help
chart a course through shifting demographics, economics, and
state and federal laws.

Future Directions
and Needs

Charles E. Finley

EN ell the briefest examination of the preceding chapters reYeals an array
of issues facing the personnel professionals in nyo-year colleges today. As
expansive and complex as then task is today, a look to the future prom-
ises a new set of challenges, as eyoly mg social changes and resulting
legal shit modify the work-force environment. Of course, to the experi-
enced personnel professional, eYrry new decade has brought new chal-
lenges that ha'e iequired effective responses, in personnel, adaptation
simply comes with the territory. With this dynamic in mind, this chapter
will explore issues that appear to be on the horiron, and needs that they
will likely produce.

Expanding Expectations

Of the future needs to be examined, the first will involve the
expanding role of the personnel department itself in being able to deal
with the work force of the 1990s and a changing list of expectations.
Already, the ch:.--;ing of the occupational label hob, personnel to human
resource management indicates a broadening of scope. Figuli (1985)
speaks of the "reconceptualiration that will require a rethinking of
human resource management in colleges and universities'. (p. 32). This
R I %Iglu and F It 111,11-spIrl Is .t tit /MO, sn Pervoirse/ tfoinzement
\eu Mutt urns 101 ( mnquIntis ( ilirgts w. 0,2 4,11 Ih muss t. josys Bass ,1.11111111 1,10 71
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shift is expected to become more common as employees' expet tat iJI1S of
their employers become broader.

In recent yea's, many personnel professionals hate begun to see
themselt es as human resource managers, with emphasis on more holistic
approaches to maximizing employ co' potential. Continued growth of
technology in the workplace is expected to expedite this broadening of
duties. As America's work force becomes increasingly managerial and
professional, these more educated employees w ill expect more than
income from then careers. Kratetz (1986) obsertes that because of highei
skill ',leis and longer training that will be needed for future jobs, human
resourc2 managers will assume additional roles. Among these roles will
be to Yelp employees plan long-term career paths, plot ide computer
manage ment and communications skill training, and facilitate training
for specific jobs. Kratetz goes on to predict that the future will see a
continued %Jilting of the worth of the tmployeein service industries, in
fact, the attitude will become that "people are the company" (p. 5). As a
result, human resource managers will have the time to assume these new
roles. This trend should continue to spread in the service- industry por-
tion of the pri%att sector and then, perhaps through boaids of trustees'
influence, gain momentum in !lig-lit t education.

Just as the growing role of tet urology will expand the Joie of the
personnel professional, so will it plait increased pressuic on administra-
tors to develop diet tit e strategic plan' ing, both 'menial and external.
Odiorne (1984) stresses that no suategi, plan is complete if it fads to
scan the external human esouttes emiiciiioent. He suggests (p. 14) that
the 1990s will require personnel professionals to ask key questions as the
basis of human loom« strategies. What will our demand foi people be
in the future: That will be the supply of people titer the next decade:
Anodic' set of questions that Odiorne offers moltes quality or skill-
let el needs and the projected suppb, of people at those le% els.

Odiorne describes the expectations of the work force in the coining
decade. Il'Inte-collar jobs are likely to be filled by Baby Boomers They
will bong with them, he behetes, higher expectations, which will gen-
erate moR concerns otti emplot« motit anon and requite more pal ticip-
atik c management. This w is consistent with the growing demand in
highei education fen shared management, ind two-year wlleges
des( !lbw as -stiongholds of administranke denninante" (Balchidge and
others, 1978, p 91) hate the greatest potential foi change in this area.

People are increasingly "committed to finding a life -style and then
a job to support it rather than the crw,- Odiorne asserts (p. 17) For
peisonne1 piofessionak and managers at huge, this trend not Only will
call for weasel sharing of power but also will demand more listening
and a talent for situational a ssment. Oduane stresses the need for
"a wider lepertont of managerial behalois to fit different situations"
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(p 17). Clearly, it will be up to the personnel office to see this trend
coming and ensure that supervisors, departmental chairpersons, and
deans develop the expertise needed to manage effectively.

Expanding Career Development. Consistent with the responsibility
of managing the college's human resources is the challenge of recog-
nizing how trends in student population, technology, and funding can
heighten the need for career development among faculty members. Fur-
niss (1981, p. 1) has identified five factors that can cause job dissatisfac-
tion among college instructors:

The degrading effect that inflation and financial stringency
have had on the economic base of faculty, with inadequate
compensation and working conditions, and deteriorating job
security and opportunities for advancement
The instability of academic programs, because of shifting mar-
ket demands and enrollment declines
Increased productivity demands
The expanding intrusion of external agencies into academic
governance
The centralization of governance in state-system offices and in
governmental or institutional offices.

Furniss's "litany of unhappiness" is reinforced by a 1984 study
(Jacobson, 1985). According to that study, attitudes of faculty at two-year
colleges are consistent with attitudes of the total number of respondents.
For example, 29 percent of the two-year-college faculty and 24 percent of
the total group reported that, on the whole, faculty salaries had kept up
with inflation. In response to a statement suggesting that erne tenured
faculty would lose their jobs in the next five years, 32 percent of the
two-year-college respondents and 28 percent of the total group agreed.
Further, 43 percent of the two-year cohort and 38 percent of Ile total
indicated that they might leave the profession within five years. Clearly,
this level of dissatisfaction is a threat to the potential of affected faculty
members and a concern of human resource managers. Figuli (1985) finds
a solution in properly designed and executed career development pro-
grams. Such programs could offer dissatisfied faculty members the diver-
stn and challenge needed for career renewal. In addition, the retraining
or skill-enhancement aspects of such programs could help satisfy an
increased need for staff flexibility.

Broadening of Health Care. One strategy for meeting employees'
broadened expectations is to expand the employers' role in pros iding
health care. An increasing awareness of the need to protect their human
investment has prompted many employers to take a more holistic
approach Medical care traditionally concerns itself with the diagnosis
and treatment of disease, but health care is defined as the study of life
and of how humans fun( tion. The distill( non reflects a proactive stance,
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rattler than a reactive one. Fen employcis, it means a new dimension of
preventive medicine.

The catalysts foi improving employees' health ale often economic.
These data demonstrate the need for imposed piogiams.

1. General Motors pays more for its workeis' health care than foi
the steel that goes into its cars.

2. On employees' health care. Foid spends an aveiage of S292 1-)ei
car produced. The annual cost per employee is S3,350.

3. In America, sickness causes eight to ten times more absence and
disability than accidents do.

4. Nationally, disability from accidents and sickness averages
between S2,000 and S3,000 per worker (Snyder, 1982).

Many employers have opted for health maintenance organizations,
which emphasize prevention. Many two-year colleges currently make
such plans available to employees Another step is being taken by a small
but grossing number of organizations, which offer health hazaid apprais-
als Usually available as an option, a health haz-rd appraisal includes an
extensive questionnaire that the employee fills out and mails to the ser-
vice provider, who analyzes the data and uses the results to assess the
employee's health hazards. The employee receives a statement that pre-
dicts his or her probable lon6,vity and itemizes years of life that can be
added through specific life-style changes. In this way, each employee can
receive an assessment of how to improve overall health.

Humanizing the Automated Workplace, -ks office functions become
increasingly computerized, so does the office itself. Decisions to automate
processes or to change procedures are often made with an eye on improved
productivity and reduced cost These are short-term gains that must not
be allowed to impair efficiency ovi r the long Rim. A potential tole of
personnel professionals may he to work with top management to ensure
Ella, the automation of the office does nut negatively affect employees.

Mankin, Bikson, and Gutek (1982) mention four ways to make
office computers and their use's into productive wants. The first is to
have users participate in planning. Too often, managers and sales repre-
sentatives constitute hardware and software decision task forces. When
office staff are closely involved m planning, valuable input is gained and
changes arc less threatening. The second way is to piers ide adequate user-
centered training. Such training is also important in reducing employees'
anxiety and stress. The third way is for managers to anticipate how
changes in office automation will dile( t employees socially and emotion-
ally. One again, the key is to be proactise, rattler than reactive. The
fourth way is for managers to (house adaptisc compute! systems that can
accommodate organizational change, rattle! than rigid systems that du
tate still greater adjustment. Mankin, Bikson. and Gutek (1982) suggest
two terms (p 31) that managers can use to csaluate computer Systems.
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Habitability refers to haidwate's and softv.aie's "user friendliness." Exten-
sibility concerns the system's adaptability.

Staffing Shortages

Few personnel professionals in two-year colleges have not had
problems finding qualified faculty members in certain fields. Because
shortages are often more acute in math, science, and vocational, technical
education, technical instruction can be especial]} vulnerable. A school's
rural setting can make staffing eten more difficult The corporate world
offers ,tiff competition. Cetron (1983) reports that "competent teachers
in tocational education, math, and science can earn 50-60% more in the
pritate sector" (p. 19). According to Cetron, salaries must be raised to
make teaching more attractit e, and a pa} differential must be det eloped
for high-demand areas. Cetron envisions a plan in which salaries would
be raised 20 percent across the board and another 20 percent in areas
where there are acute shortages. Of course, such a mote would be in
sharp conflict tt ith salary schedules, academic tradition, and the de.,ires
of most faculty unions. As radical a3 these ideas may seem, the} should
be dewed in light of the dear demand for improtement in the nation s
educational system. The growing motment in several states for compe-
tency tests and mein recognition for teachers may be fist steps toward
even more serious reform.

Establishing Faculty Staffing Plans. Flexibility in faculty staffing
will continue to be a primary concern in coming }ears. Figuli (1985)
cites several growing trends:

Shifting population demographics w ill continue to destabilize
college and UM% ersity enrollments.
Increasing reliance on technology and technological change
will influence demand for new ,aid existing educational ser-
t ices. To sun e, colleges and unit ersities will need to be fluid,
innovatit e, and mobile.
Students will m, career decisions based on material pragma-
tism. The tolatility of the job market will influence students'
choices of majors. Enrollment shifts among programs will
increase.
The mine toward greater specialization in academic disciplines
will continue. Reacting to the marketplace, students will
demand greater emphasis on specialized knowledge
The average age of faculty will continue to rise. Stabilizing
influence, on the academic work forcegenerated b} tenure,
let cling or (kit easing enrollments, and an extension of the age
for mandato!), retirementhate dm en both the average age
and the average salary of faculty upward.
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The financial resources of higher education will continue to be
limited (pp. 32-33).

As Figuli points out, colleges will increasingly need to reassign
faculty from areas of low demand to areas of high demand. The} will
need plans that take institutions' "nec,:ssaiy response to new market
demands" into account (p. 3-1). Man} two -year colleges hale sought flex-
ibility by hiring part-time faculty, but Figuli envisions a plan that care-
fully assesses each academic program with respect to personnel needs,
enrollment trends, and funding limitations, so that the highest number
of a program's tenured faculty members neser exceeds the number of
facult} who would be needed at the program's lowest predicted enroll-
ment. Figuli also urges the use of contracts that offer neither tenure nor
tenure-track appointments. Such contracts would obsiously allow col-
leges to reduce staff site or reassign instructors as enrollment shifts occur.

Flexible Time

Professional people want more flexible working hours. What may
appear at first as a weakened work ethic may instead be the key to greater
productism. Goodmeasure (1985) reports, "Ow: time, there is a strong
link between workplace innosation, product innosation and superior
financial performance" (p. 10). Rothberg (1986) cites evidence of higher
profits in companies with scheduling alternatives (p. 29).

Part-Time Professionals. Two-year colleges have always used part-
time faculty, especially because of the flexibility that this practice affords
when enrollments rise or fall. The practice may also work in other
professional areas.

A part-nine professional (Rothberg, 1986) is a skilled individual
who is qualified to fill a position that requires at least a college degree or
its equisalent, and who either storks a permanent. regularly scheduled
week of sixteen to thirty-two hours or storks on a project-specific ign-
mem, usually of one year's duration of less (p 29).

Rothberg has found companies use part time professionals
for seseral reasons, including the desire to hale leaner work forces and
the wish to adapt to changcs in work-force demographics. Rothberg also
discusses other potential benefits. Feist, saluablc employees who do nut
want full-time c mplo}ment can still be retained. This group may include
women with children and older employees. Second, it will be easier to
recruit scarce talent. Emplo}ers who can offer reduced hours or short-
term assignments will be in a strong position to compete for hard-to-find
professionals. Third, more efficient matching of skills to tasks can occur
when part-time professionals are hired. Fourth, part-time professionals
can structure their schedules mound their employers' needs. Crises can
be handled b} extenth ]g the hours of part-time employees, rather than
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by paying overtime to regular workers Finally, vet. ,mpioyees can
work part -time, they have better opportunities fu, funnel ejueation and
skill enhancement

Early Retirement. Edit) retirement has begun to be common as
declining tinollments have forced some departments to 'educe faculty
positions. Two-yeai ,ollege faculty have readily taken advantage of attrac-
the inducements to retire earl), causing w hat would appear to be a w in-
w in situation, at least in the short teim. Ney e, theless, this ebb of veteran:
faculty; coupled with the reduced flow of young people into .he work
force, may produce a teacher shortage in the long run.

This potential threat does not exist only in education. Forman
(1981) has noted "two equally important con erns. On the one hand, the
public is becoming increasingly conscious of the aging of the population
and the illogic and injustice of current retirement policies. On the other
hand, time are worries hoc the possible effects that changing present
retirement nolic*s may have on the employment prospects of younger
woi! ers" (p. 45-46) Forman does not expect higher education to fie
affec ted yen, soon, howeyer, but to remain "resistant ;c ange" :n tradi-
tional retirement policies (p. 47).

Indeed, instead of being hampe al by the trend towan- early, retire-
ment, two-year colleges ray find the growing pool of retired faculty a
valuable resource from which to rec uit part-time instructors when Pnr .-

ments rise. This advantage v ill be swangest is regions thai,,,nd to attract
retired faculi-,, of course, but innovative personnel offices everywhere
may enjoy positive effects of earl) retirement wherever enrollments
increase or decline.

Clerical Flextime. Just as colleges have used flexible scheduling
vv ith then faculties, several c. rporatioas have experimented with offering
flextime to then clerical workers. Althoug! . ,ic practice is aardly new.
studies are being conducted to assess its - recess, and their findings will
no doubt influence its prospects for adoption by higher education. Swart
(1985) surveyed -119 firms in the banking, insurance, and utilities indus-
tries. Of these, 24.8 percent of the banks, 39.2 percent of the insurance
fit msind 20.0 percent of the utilities companies iepoited using flextime.
The study reports Ole following results.

1 The majority of (on.panies reported no change in work volume.
2. In Linking, 54.6 percent saw the quality of ,vork improve; prac-

tically no companies reported lower work quality.
3. Employee tat decreased in all three Industries by hetween

70 and 80 pen cent.
4. Absenteeism decreased markedly
5. Overtime levels ,vere sisn,fir Andy lowered
6 Increases were iepoited in job satisfaction, efficirm y, and effec-

tiveness (pp. 41-42).
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Flextime for cle-ici; workers appears pioctuctive so fat, and its
adoption by more and :.core offices seems likely

The Move "coward Excellence. Because of t' xpected stability of
demLgraphics oser the next fifteen years, colleges' competition for stu-
dents will probably continut as w ill the emphasis on excellence. Gin
these trends, two-year colleges will not only want to maximize the uso of
physical plants and equipment but will also seek methods of maxim', ing
human resources One approach that may prose useful in higher educa-
tion is the quality circle, currently pop-Aar in several corporations.

More than a national fad, the quality circle is in use worldwide.
Quality circles not only hase improsed sertical and horizontal cornmu-
niu.tion; they hase also helped reduce tardiness and absenteeism. Their
reportcl effect of "making people mot: comfortable with change"
(McClenahan, 1981, o 76) may mean that quality circles will hale special
value for two-year colleges.

Nevertheless, Holt and Wagner (1983) point out that college admin-
istrators must rec,-)gnize the differences between tlicii own institutions
and those of private industry. First, higher education is not oriented
toward products or services for profit. Second, teaching is difficult to
measure. Third, faculty members, administrators, and staff members all
perform distinct duties

Nichols (1982) sees several obstacles to quality circles on can,
puses. Fist, higher education is not participatc.:-, regardless of appear-
ances. Second, cross-discipline committees seldom struggle for consensus,
.n _ad, they usuallt resolve matters by simple majority cote. Third, aca-
demic department; bear little resemblance to quality circles, because they
"tenu to represent sPsted interests'. instead of total educational offerings,
and ix this reason they "usually fu lion as advocates for competing
inter( aher than as advocates r (p. 72). Fourth, there is
considerable disagreement on what "pr' duct" of Ligher education
isthe classic iss ie of teaching sersus esearch. At tst o-year colleges,
howoer, this controversy is less of an issue because 2.` the emphasis on
teach ug. Thus, two-year colleges could be the lot ;cal places to introduce
quality circles into higher education. Esen if quart} circles turn out not
to be appropriate for academic depaments, Holt and Wagner (1983,
obserse that many support depart gents resemble departments in the pri-
vate sectorthe physical plant, the finance office, the iegist 's office,
and the bookstore, for example (p. 12).

Avoiding Litigation

A very unwelcome task of personnel professionals is the prevention
of lawsuits insolsing disgruntled employees or former employees. This
responsibility will probably broaden as regulations and legal precedents



continue to affect highti education All petsonnel dm-outs must recog-
nize the IA isdom of scanning the hot lion and ady ising top adminLaiatots
of issues that may ploYe ducattiong. Many a personnel chiectoi has been
judged by how his of het college fated in court oy et cases inyoly mg
employee relations.

Cigarettes in the Workplace. Government regulations, lawsuits,
and health-related casts hate made smoking in the s 0.k place an impel-
tam issue. Accoiding to Williams (1985), six states now regulate work-
place smoking, and sey eta' local goyeinments haye then own ordinances.
Smoke-sensitie nonsmokers (minimise more than 12 percent of the work
force, and some are successfullY suing their employers. Moreover, mote
than 19 percent of all absenteeism has been ant ibuted to smoking-related
illnesses, and smoking adds S6 billion per year to the health costs that
employers pay dnectly (p. 17).

How IA idespread are smoking regulations in the workplace? In a
recent surrey by Petersen and Massengill (1986). more than half the
responding organizations (55.5 percent) reported some kind of formal
policy regulating smoking on their premises. Of these 391 companies,
21.2 percent were bowing t, employee pressure, 18 7 percent were respond-
ing to local or state ordn antes, and 18.7 percent were concerned about
employees' health. The remaining 41.5 percent offered still mote rea3ons
for the regulations. In addition to instituting regulations, companies are
developing programs or imentRes to encourage employees to stop smok-
ing. A IA ide range of inducements exists, from cash prizes to merchandise.

For the future, Williams (1985) predicts "further state and local
regulations," as well as more lawsuits by nonsmokers (p 19). Personnel
departments would do well to look ahead and deYelop policies before
c ;sis makes them necessary.

Age-Conscious Remarks. Few pet sonnet directors have not taken
action to protect themsclies from lawsuits numbing tace-conscious or
.:ex-conscious remarks. Neyertheless. a 1985 report by the Equal Employ-
men: Opportunity Commission cited a 66 percent increase in charges of
age disci inimation for the past fiscal year. Coleman (1985) explains duce
contexts for age-«mscious :titlarks. They may occur when an employer
giy es an official reason for taking acherse employment action, or in offi-
cial employer commu nications. such as employment adyernsements that
use phrases like "applicants twenty -file to thirty -fiye or "recent college
grads.- Age-conscious remarks may also take the form of offhand com-
ments or sluts made by supery hors who hale some input into decisions
to take atheist action, or sic h remarks may be part of a barrage of slurs
by fellow employees. w Inch are directly or ind'..rectly condoned by man-
agement (p. 22). The basis of litigation rs tl.e Age Discrimination in
Employment Act, which preyents employees between the ages of forty
and seyenty from bung treated differently because of age. Coleman sug-
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Table 1. Percent of Men and Women Faculty Holding Doctorates
in Selected Academic Disciplines, and Mean Salaries Paid

Percent of Doctoral
Facile} bv, Sex

Academic Docipline Men Women
Academic Year

Mean Annual Salary

Chernism 87 '1 126 S27.710

Engineering 97 8 99 528.839

Psychology 62 2 37 8 525.92.1

Languages and literature 50.2 '19 8 S2t.1-18

Source National Rene ut h (mum II. 1981. p

geste three preventive measuies to employers who want to a% old lawsuits.
First, purge age-conscious remarks from official communications. Sec-
ond, ensure that supervisor-employee conversations reflect an awareness
of the law. Third, make "a visible, well-documented effort to sensitize all
employees" to the inappropriateness of such remarks (p. 25).

Comparable Worth. Another issue that will surely become mere
visible in the future is comparable worth, an outgrowth of the wage gap
between men and women Currently, the average full-time female worker
earns al-out fifty-nine cents for every dollar earned by the average man,
and although this differential is not likely to be the primary basis of
litigation, employers will need to be concerned that wage differentials do
not result from purposeful discrimination.

Table 1 illustrates the salary differentials among academic disci-
plines and the ratio of men to women in each field. The type of salary
disparity shown in the table has caused more administrators to wonder
how the growing issue of comparable worth will affect faculty salary
schedules

Koch (1983) warns that "the ju..'gments needed to install a regime
of comparable vv. th in higher education are indeed strong and fraught
with potential complication'' (p 13). He envisions comparable worth as
invoducing "a degree of subjectit it) and anarchy in salary determination
that would surpass virtually anything known so far" (p. 43).

Still, the question remains. How can colleges adopt salary policies
that are not ulnetable to lawsuits? Leach (1981) cites se% eral employer
practices that courts ha%e ruled as iolations of Title VII, and therefor(
discriminator}. (l) Using job evaluation systems or wage-setting guides
that treat men and women or male- and female dominated jobs differ-
ently; (2) separating the work force into sex concentrations and then
allowing pay disparit:es to exist bets « n them, (3) establishing the star t-
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ing said') of a lieu employee on the basis of that person's pinions
salaiy and (1) failing to document that salaries air based on external
market compaiisons.

With respect to the fourth piactice, Leach points out that courts
hake upheld an employ ti's basing pay fates on the external market. He
cites the case of IT'illuns Unwerstt) of Houston, in uhich the court
!tiled that "market forces pros ided a legitimate explanation for salary
discrepancies between high-paid faculty departments such as engineer-
ing and law, uhich uere almost exclusikely male, and the loser -paid
humanities and social sciences specialties in uhieh inure uomen were
employed" (p. 29).

Personnel dilators concerned with akoiding lhigation on the basis
of sex bias and comparable \korai should examine then job ekaluation
procedures for factors that reflect outdated, stereotyped, of scientifically
unfounded assumptions. An example of such an assumption is the atti-
tude that beaky lifting is more kaluable than tasks requiting high degrees
of concentration or dexterity.

These complex issuessmoking in the uorkplace, age-conscious
remarks, and comparable worthexemplify the challenges that may face
tuo-year college personnel professionals. These issues also illustr,ae the
opportunities that personnel dilators hake to assume leadership positions
and ensure that their institutions are prepared for the issues of the future.

Understanding Collective Bargaining

Feu issues are as complex as colleen\ e bargaining. The stakes run
high, the issues arc numerous and dikerse, the people inkoked Hong to
different constituencies. and the amalgam of emotions makes sorting out
all the rest of the factors eken more difficult. Still, recent legislation and
threatening economics hake combined to greatly increase the role that
collectue bargaining has in higher education, especially in two-year
colleges.

Loc,king to the future, Begin and Lee (1985) predict that collecthe
bargaining continue to be shaped by societal trends" (p. 6) They
see these trends as including the following:

The nutnbei of Americans eighteen to tweiry }ears old will
continue to du Indic, by 1991, the pool u ill be 26 percent below
the 1979 peak. Institutional stresses created by en' illment
declines could lead to increased collective bargaining.
Shifting patteins of student interest u ill hake consequences on
fa( ulty staffing. The mokement away from the liberal arts and
humanities and toward business and engineering programs indi-
cates hou some academic departmcias will need to he r ince&
There's no reason to expect that such shifts will cease.
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Cycii«.«nnonne recessions will Omit regular]} into the }eat
2000. During a recession. public funds will be more difficult to
obtain, students may lx more icluctant to invest in education,
and inflation will make budgeting difficult (pp. 9-10).

These trends must also be viewed in the context of the lam move-
ment at large Cetron and OToolc (1982) paint a gloom} picture for
unionization in its traditional arena of blue-collar workers. The (abseil(
that sustained unemployment and di ':aging job roles ate :educing labor's
ranks, persistent inflation and publi«vnosition to large wage increases
are reducing unions' Alin} to meet membership demands, and big
labor's political machiner) has been less influential since the 1980 Repub-
lican tidal wave. "Unions have become almost ignorable politicall), a
condition we think will persist for sears to come'' (p. 31).

Fallout from this includes a decline in union memo' 'ship, which
has dropped to less than 20 percent of the work force. In fac,, unions
now. win onl} about -15 percent of the certification eke dons held b} the
National Labor Relations Boarddown from a 60 percent record twenty
}ears ago. One result of this erosion has been a shift of attention b}
unions toward white- collar employees, including rnliege fac tilt} and staff
members, in an attempt to bolster membership rosters.

Begin and Lee (1985) observe that the number of national]} union-
ized public schools began to level off in 1983, with one new institution
voting for and two schools s otmg against union representation. In states
that have recent]} adopted laws allowing public employees to unionize,
however, (for example, Ohio and Illinois), interest in collective bargain-
ing has risen sharp]}. Still, Begin and Lee predict no great increase in the
.lumber of facult} unions, because most states that do not alread} have
such laws are "in areas of the country where collective bargaining was
not historical!} well-integrated into the value s}stems of the populace"
(p 10). The} also observe that staff unionization has followed th same
pattern as facult} unionization, and that this pattern will continue, pos-
sibly with exceptions at research universities, where collective bargaining
among fa( ult) is highl} unlike]}. Although Begin and Lee do not predic t
major changes in the number of tacult} members represented b} unions,
the} do expect future contract negotiations to include some new issues
(men} of which have alre:A} been discussed in this chapter). These
Include comparable worth and reshaping the faculty work force. With
respect to comparable worth, Yale Universe} re« ntl} negotiated an agree-
ment with its clerical union that includes wage nu teases to reduce com-
pensation differences between malt and female emplo}ces tlfeller, 1985).
With respec t to fad tilt}, the pet« ntagc of tenured individuals is expected
to grow as enrollment 'ethic nuns also ]educe the number of new fac tilt)
members. According to the U S. Department of F.deu anon (1981), the
tenured -facult} rate at public universities was neat 66 percent in 1981.
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faculty at public wrnmunitt colleges were (-ten mole tenured, at 75
',mem. The rate is expected to grow still higher. resulting in reduced
adirnmstratne flexibility for restructuring faculty staffing. For this rea-
son. colleges kill probably Increase the use of part-time faculty. possibly
pros iding this group with more bargaining power. Future negotiations
may include more pros isions for college- fundod retraining of faculty
when low enrollments require reassignment.

Just as the issues of collet tit e bargaining are expected to change
during the next fifteen years. so kill collectite bargaining methods. Erns'
(1985) reports a number of alternate es to the conflict model of nego-
tiation, These approaches include ',renegotiation discussions in small
groups. sharing of information. use of neutral th:rd parties, and Informal
.11(1 more loosely structured negotiations.

At colleges t + here emllectit e bargaining does not yet exist, the per-
soma i director can do much to reduce the likelihood of unionization. First,

.oncerted effort can be made to examine the goternance structure. Where
authoritarian or bureaucratic models exist, proposal, can be made to mote
to aid the collegial model. Second, super% isors can rear% e further train-
ing in listening Thild. consultants on Lbw ILlations can be hired
to assess a Alege before union iumblings begin, too often. such expertise
is sought onit in attempts to tt in certification elections. By taking an
early initiatitem administration can recene taluablc insights in time to
make appropriate c flanges and the icbt atoid the election altogether.

A deal theme appears: The next seteral tears will present the
administrators of two-tear colleges w ith a complex series of internal and
external challenges. During this period, personnel directors t + ill be
sought out increasingly for ad ice and combel The next few years will
bring challenges as well as opportunities for personnel directors to surrey
emerging trends and ii p chart «mists through shifting demographics,
economics, and state and federal laws. The personnel function will
become mine diffic ult. but among those ho hate c hosen the field for its
challenge's. the increased responsibility and opportunity for leadership
will be welcome.

In some cases. because of the political atmosphere in this
count' t. some two-tear «Alt ges and unnersities may question the federal
mnunitment to equal employ tit opportunity and affirmam, ac tion.
It must be stressed that the law is the law. regardless of one's geographical
location. Et s personnel specialist on a tu o-t ear college campus must
pat close attention to political trends. for that affect programs greatly.
Equal emplot mem opportunit. and din mante action will stay on the
national agenda, and pt rsomul sp« lalists must kt t p infoinud about the
got ernment's philosophy, court decisions. and new programs that
adt ance personnel management

The two-tear college should pat c lost attention to rest ire h that
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inchcates more unit cases in the 1990,, u,,ting age dist 1 ininianon. st-xlsm,
pun-notion and triune. and copensation issucs. .!!though some tem-
cai institutions do not haw faeidte mak. 1)1011101lm and triune issues
%%ill sill! need to be addiessed undei fedtial guidelines Pt isonnel special-
ists cannot in% equal c inplo mein opportunit and affinatice a( non
sipl as prisonnel functions: t.ast plogiams must fuse a puipos, and
must hr eicecd as functions cential to the oe iall mission of an insult,-
non Personnel specialists mu,t influence polic btfoit it is made. and
not simpl 'nice% policies ahead intioduced and implemented I sic ism'.
198-I1. Personnel specialists on tec.o-e ear colt, ge campuses must hold
authority and hr seen as elk( use and. most ipoitant legitimate and
needed representant es of the acadeic «miminte
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Although the) are relative!) feu', sources of information on
topics of importance 10 two -pear colleges can prone tel useful.

Sources and Information:
Personnel Management
in Community Colleges

Theo N. Mabry

There arc It documents and aim s that address personnel management
in tuo-)ear institutirn.s. Ilus. those of us in oh eel in establishing, eal-
timing. or «organizing the personnel function in tuo-,car colleges must
re]) hca)11) on sources doeloped for four-)ear unnersities, and
business and industr). Neertheless some reports are aailable on perfor-
mace appraisal and staff doclopment to too -}car colleges. The deal
primaril) %%kir fat tilt's and, to a lesser extent. %%kir affnmatie action.

These concepts became important issues for higher education in
the 1970s. During the earl) 1980s. a number of articles and books, includ-
ing Cohen and Brauer i1982). summarized the literature of the 1970s and
the earl) 1980s. This chapter brief]) rote). s the general uorks most likel)
to be helpful, as ue:: as reports and articles on performance appraisal,
staff declopment. and affirmatke actior. that hac been processed b) the
ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges during the last fie )ears. The
publications cited hen do not constitute the entire bud} of literature on
perm, mel management. Additional ..stings can be found through man-
ual or computer starches of ERIC's Resources in Education and Current
Index to Journals in Education.

Ft I N1111,1 Jnd f VI. Holtnpfd i.11 Penarael Stancernent
Due, 41 005 for (0,11111 Tills (Alfg U0 4: Sin 1:41141." joW, BA, ,...ntnr: 144* 87
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Fortunato and Waddell (1981) present a broad owl% les% of penal.
nel administration in higher education Fombrum, Tielknid DeVanna
(1984) pro% ide the same information for business and Indust!). In the
areas of performance appraisal, employment placement. and future direc-
tions in personnel management, The Journal of the College and Unwersit)
Personnel Association and Improt mg College and Unwersit) Teach:7:g are
both helpful. In staff development and training, Foitunato and Waddell
(1981) offer an education-based % lel.% point. while Friedman and Val-
brough (1985) and The Training and Development Journal give the per-
spectke of business and industry. Glueck (19821 offers information on
equal employ meat opportunity. Ts %i journals. Personnel and The Futur-
ist, look to future directions, the former from the viewpoint of the busi-
ness and industry and the latter from the educational viewpoint.

Performance Appraisal

Palmer (1983) reviewed a selection of evaluation literature that
includes journal articles and documets processed by ERIC from 1972

Agh 1982. His review provides an excellent bibliog:aph} for that
period. More recent literature includes the comprehensive, individualized
approach to faculty evaluation used at Beaufort Technical College ,Center
for Staff and Curriculum Development, 1986), in which performance Is
assessed for five major faculty roles. teaching and instruction, student
advisement, college service, community service, a.-.1 professional devel-
opment The first category, teaching and instruction, is divided into three
areas: teaching performance, instructional de, elopment, and instructional
management. Teaching performance and student advisement are (.1..11u-
-iced through student questionnaires, while the remaining areas are eval-
uated through portfolio reviews by faculty members' supervisors. Peer
evaluation is not a part of the process at Beaufort.

Neither peer review nor student evaluation is used in the modified
management -by- objectives evaluation system developed at Brunswick
jun:)r College Langley, 1984) unless agreed to by the faculty member
and the department and division chairpersons. This system can also be
considered a personalized evaluation, since each faculty member, with
the assistance and approval of the department and division chairpersons,
formulates a set of actives, determines ways in which the activities are
to be measured, and submits a report of accomplishments. Activities
must fall into one of three areas. teaching, service to the institution, or
professional development.

Although most reports focus on evaluation of faculty, Miami-Dade
Community College (Romanik, 1986) has developed a system that evalu-
ates faculty, nonteaching faculty and professional personnel, support staff,
and administrators. It is part of a continual process designed to foster staff
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development, improvement. and ..c«runtabilit}, in addition to pros iding
information for decisions on promotion, reappointment, and salary.

Although controversial, the use of students' evaluations of faculty
has become increasingly common in eommunit} colleges. Reporting the
findings of student evaluations in the North Carolina Community Col-
leges system, Van Allen (1^42) states that numerous studies report the
objectivity of such evaluations, thus, student evaluations can be consid-
ered a valid means of assessing instructional quality and effectiveness. At
Hinds Junior College in Mississippi (Rabalais and Durham, 1984), stu-
dent evaluations have been an important component of faculty evaluation
since 1970. Rabalais and Durham conclude that an evaluation process
that focuses on instructional improvement, with student exa.aation as
an important component, has strengthened the instructional program at
Hinds during the thirteen years it has been used.

Pi land (1984), however, in a study on the perceptions of students,
faculty, and administrators at five community colleges at Illinois, reports
that students and faculty alike tend to question the objectivity of student
evaluations. Faculty also questioned the seriousness with which students
undertake such evacuations. Administrators, faculty, and students all
opposed the use of student evaluations to determine faculty salaries.

Young and Gualamubisi (1986) studied the extent to which facul-
ty's perceptions of current versus ideal practices of faculty esuluation dif-
fered from the perceptions of administrators. Faculty and administrators
felt that instructional improvement was the most important purpose of
exaluatirn, both in current practice and as ideal practice. Both groups also
agreed that current evaluation instruments were the most ideal, although
the order of preference for various instruments differee,. On the use of
evaluations, faculty's and administrators perceptions differed significantly.
Faculty members, more than administrators, felt that evaluations were
always used for deciding which instructors to retain and how salaries .vere
awarded, while more administrators felt that es aluation should not Ire and
seldom is used for this purpose. In a separate stud}, Licata (1984) reports
that administrators as well as faculty believe that posttenure evaluation
should be used for faculty development and improvement, but that pre-
tenure evaluation should be used for personnel decisions.

The question of whether evaluations have any impact on faculty
efforts and effectiveness was investigated in a study designed to discover
the relationship between frequency of evaluation and leverage (defined as
the amount of effort exerted and the outcomes or effectiveness of that
effort) for six tasks (Collins, 1986). For both curriculum development and
college service, there was a positive relationship between frequency and
leverage, but in classroom teaching there was a moderately negative rela-
tionship. Curriculum development and college service were perceived as
active tasks by facility, and classroom teaching was T- -.eied to be an
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inert task, high on pi edictabilits, darns, and efficacy. Collins suggests
that if faculty wnsidei classioom teaching a task w hose iesults
less than thP effoit expended on it, then administrators who want
improsed teaching ma} want to focus more on staff deselop-
mem than on evaluation.

Staff Development

In mans two-seal colleges, the problem of an aging facults has
been compounded b) fr,cal constraints that present both hiring new,
younger faculty members and pros iding adequate professional growth
opportunities for raidcareei facults. Most educational institutions empha-
size the development of new facults members, while ignoring the needs
of those in midcareer, to maintain current} and rein ancs. Most deselop-
ment programs for midcaieer facults also view development as an indi-
sidual concern, while it should be s iewed as an institutional concern
(Belkei, 1984).

Integration of staff development w ith institutional or organia-
tional development is an es olutionais step that occurred as recently as the
late 1970s, according to Burnham and Roueche (1984). The National Insti-
tute for Staff and Organization Development (NISOD) es ed bs adding
and integrating sersices that address organizational development. Burn-
ham and Roueche present for local adaptation a professional development
model based on these sen ices. in-house publications, networking, a id
workshops supplement the NISOD sen ices pros ided to member colic;

Nes ertheless, Ryder and Perabo (1986) warn against this approacn.
The} point out that in a mature facults, the desire for professional growth
and change must come from within, a conclusion supported bs their
research, which indicates that external incentives are neither particularly
effecuse nor ineffecuse. Moreover, the) say that comprehensive collegewide
programs that address all fawns members as if all needed the same kinds
of professional development opportunities will not work. Postulating the
need for multifaceted, self-initiated, and individualized professional devel-
opment, Ryder and Perabo describe a number of small and inexpensive
ways in which opportunities can be provided. Banks (1986) acid Silverman
(1985) provide college-des eloped models for staff development.

A program that answers the need for an individualized approach
has been developed at Aims College (Kiefer, 1984). Through the Aims
Foundation, facults members are given fellowships to become involved
with business and industry. The college gains bs has ing facults who are
pros ided with opportunities for renewal, upgrading, and motivation, the
foundation gains much-needed visibility in the community at large and
among the college staff, and temporal} employers receisc free labor from
experienced workers.
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Vaughan (1986) and Parilla (1986) propose that an emphasis on
scholarship would pros ide opportunities for professional development
for midemeer faculty. While acknowledging that community college fac-
ulty, because of an emphasis on teaching and their consequent heavy
teaching loads, have little time or institutional support for research, they
point out that the pursuit of scholarship, in its broadest sense, is still
possible. Research that leads to new knowledge is but one aspect of
scholarship. tl.w pursuit of new inkrpietations and applications of exist-
ing knowledge. Vaughan presents some general principles regarding the
practice of scholarship, while Parilla documents the pursuit of scholar-
ship by faculty members at Montgomery Community College.

A search of the literature indicates that very few colleges have
attempted to evaluate their faculty development programs (Hekimian,
1984; Miller and Ratcliff, 1986; Richardson and Moore, 1987). In a study
of community colleges in Texas, Richardson and Moore discovered that
these colleges were engaged in faculty development to a greater extent
t an has been documented for the rest of the nation. There is little
evidence, however, that staff development is being used to further insti-
tutional change and improvement. It centers instead on traditional activ-
ities that are evaluated on the basis of the perceptions of those involved.
Man} of the activities are perceived as useful, but there is no substantiated
link between them and instructional improvement.

Miller and Ratcliff (1986), in a study of community colleges in
Iowa, evaluated faculty development on the basis of actual participation,
lather than attitudes or perceptions. Many of their findings were contrary
to prey iously reported conclusions. For example, they foun ' nc difference
in participation rates between vocational faculty and those in the arts
and sciences. They also found that faculty with doctoral degrees reported
spending the greatest number of hours in development activities, and
that tacult} in their first years of teaching were not more active than
experienced faculty. Surprisingly, salary incentives played only a minor
role in the choice to participate in staff development.

Hekimian (1984) provides a set of criteria for evaluating staff devel-
opment. They were derived from an analysis of the literature and have
been validated by community college staff members. The criteria are
offered as a foundation for evaluation, to be modified according to par-
ticular institutional needs. Four areas are addressed. planning, structur-
ing, processing, and recycling.

Affirmative Action

Affirmative Action and Inaction, a work by Hankin (1986), is also
an appropriate designation for the efforts of two-year colleges to research,
evaluate, and report their implementation of affirmative action in recent
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years. A search of ERIC literature reveals reports fiorn only two of the
fifty states: New York and California. Hankin epoit:, modest Increases in
the numbers of female and minority administrators, and an even more
moderate increase in tli.2 numbers of female and minority faculty. More
significant, he reports an extremely casual attitude toward documenting
or reporting proces'es and results, although not necessarily toward affir-
mative action itself.

In California, an ethnically diverse state, statistics indicate that
the rates of employment of women and ethnic minorities have not
changed significantly since 1970. Employment of ethnic minorities in
particular has not kept pace with the growth of these groups in Califor-
nia. Concerned by the lack of ethnic balance in both enrollment and
employment, the board of governors, the chancellor, and San Jose City
Coll-ge held a conference titled "Affirmative Action at the Crossroads. A
Manifesto for Change" (Stindt, 1987a). As a result of that conference,
specific recommendations were developed to increase the number of
minorities .nd women in all job categories, but specifically in certificated
and administrative positions. In addition, eight-year trendscategorized
by sex and ethnicity, new hires and promotions, compensation range,
and age distributionswere collected for eight categories of staff to
determine opportunities for hiring and actions taken from 19P3 to 1985
(Stindt, 1987b). The status of ethnic minorities and women is also
add.essed in Fahrenbroch (1986).

The ERIC documents cited in the reference section (items marked
with ED numbers) can be ordered through the ERIC Document Repro-
ductio-. service (EDRS) in Alexandria, Virginia, or obtained on micro-
fiche more than 650 libraries across the country. For an EDRS order
form, a list of libraries in your state that have ERIC microfiche col-
lections, or both, please contact the ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior
Colleges, 8118 Math-Sciences Building, UCLA, Los Angeles, California
90024.
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From the Editors' Notes

This volume of New Directions Foi Community Colleges
provides a comprehensive overview of the personnel
function in two-year colleges. It is primarily for
administrators. It presents a range of opinions on personnel
policies and practices in two-year colleges and is useful for
colleges that are planning to expand or reorganize their
personnel functions and for those that are seeking general
yardsticks for appraising their current personnel functions.
1: will also serve as a general reference volume.
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